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About This Report
 
The Kinkaid Area Assessment, part of a series of statewide regional assessments, examines 
629 square miles in southern Illinois. The report provides information on the natural and 
human resources of the area as a basis for managing and improving its ecosystems. The 
development of ecosystem-based information and management programs in Illinois are the 
result of three processes - the Critical Trends Assessment Program, Conservation 
Congress, and Water Resources and Land Use Priorities Task Force. 
Background 
The Critical Trends Assessment Program (CTAP) documents changes in ecological 
conditions. In 1994, using existing information, the program provided a baseline of 
ecological conditions. l Three conclusions were drawn from the baseline investigation: 
1.	 the emission and discharge of regulated pollutants over the past 20 years has declined, in 
some cases dramatically, 
2.	 existing data suggest that the condition of natural ecosystems in Illinois is rapidly 
declining as a result of fragmentation and continued stress, and 
3.	 data designed to monitor compliance with environmental regulations or the status of 
individual species are not sufficient to assess ecosystem health statewide. 
Based on these findings, CTAP has begun to develop methods to systematically monitor 
ecological conditions and provide information for ecosystem-based management. Five 
components make up this effort: 
1. identify resource rich areas, 
2. conduct regional assessments, 
3. publish an atlas and inventory of llIinois landcover, 
4. train volunteers to collect ecological indicator data, and 
5. develop an educational science curriculum which incorporates data collection 
At the same time that CTAP was publishing its baseline findings, the Illinois Conservation 
Congress and the Water Resources and Land Use Priorities Task Force were presenting their· 
respective findings. These groups agreed with the CTAP conclusion that the state's 
ecosystems were declining. Better stewardship was needed, and they determined that a 
voluntary, incentive-based, grassroots approach would be the most appropriate, one that 
recognized the inter-relatedness of economic development and natural resource protection 
and enhancement. 
1 See Th~ Changing Illinois Environment: Critical Trends, summary report and volumes 1-7. 
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From the three initiatives was born Conservation 2000, a program designed to reverse 
ecosystem degradation, primarily through the Ecosystems Program, a cooperative process of 
public-private partnerships that merge natural resource stewardship with economic and 
recreational development. To achieve this goal, the program provides financial incentives 
and technical assistance to private landowners. 
At the same time, CTAP identified 30 Resource Rich Areas (RRAs) throughout the state. In 
RRAs and other areas where Ecosystem Partnerships have been formed, CTAP is providing 
an assessment of the area, drawing from ecological and socio-economic databases to give an 
overview of the region's resources - geologic, edaphic, hydrologic, biotic, and socio­
economic. Although several of the analyses are somewhat restricted by spatial and/or 
temporal limitations of the data, they help to identify information gaps and additional 
opportunities and constraints to establishing long-term monitoring programs in the 
partnership areas. 
Kinkaid Assessment Area 
The Kinkaid assessment area 'is located in southern llIinois and covers approximately 629 
square miles, most of which falls within three counties - Jackson, Perry, and 
Washington. A small portion also extends slightly into Randolph County. The area falls 
within four natural divisions - Southern Till Plain, Shawnee Hills, Ozark, and Lower 
Mississippi River Bottomlands. 
More than 90% of the assessment area, 574 square miles, lies within the Beaucoup Creek 
watershed. Beaucoup Creek originates in eastern Washington County and flows 
southward for about 81 miles to its confluence with the Big Muddy River inJackson 
County. Kinkaid Creek has its headwaters in the northwestern portion of Jackson County 
and flows southeast until it meets the Big Muddy near Grimsby. Kinkaid Lake, formed 
when Kinkaid Creek was impounded about 30 years ago, is located in Jackson County. 
This assessment is comprised of four volumes. In Volume 1, Geology discusses the 
geology, soils, and minerals in the assessment area. Volume 2, Water Resources, 
discusses the surface and groundwater resources and Volume 3, Living Resources, 
describes the natural vegetation communities and the fauna of the region. Volume 4 
contains three parts: Part I, Socia-Economic Profile, discusses the demographics, 
infrastructure, and economy of the area; Part n, Environmental Quality, discusses air and 
water quality, and hazardous and toxic waste generation and management in the area; and 
Part Ill, Archaeological Resources, identifies and assesses the archaeological sites known 
in the area. 
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Summary
 
The Kinkaid assessment area encompasses the watersheds of two tributaries of the Big 
Muddy River - Kinkaid Creek and Beaucoup Creek. Beaucoup Creek originates in 
Washington County, flows southward through Perry County, and joins with the Big 
Muddy in Jackson CountY,just east of Murphysboro and north of Carbondale. Kinkaid 
Creek is located entirely within Jackson County and includes Kinkaid Lake, a 3,475-acre 
impoundment fornled by a danllocated five miles above the Big Muddy. This report 
profiles the socio-economic characteristics of the three main counties l through which the 
Kinkaid and Beaucoup creeks flow- Jackson, Perry, and Washington2 It provides a 
historical perspective as well as a current picture of the area's human-related resources. 
The combined population of the three Kinkaid area counties grew by 91 % in the last 120 
years, with most of the growth occurring in Jackson County. Less than half of the 91,000 
residents live in urban areas (communities greater than 2,500 population), far below the 
statewide average of85%. Only 2.5% of the land area is urban, although since 1982 
urban land use has expanded by 23%. The area's largest cities are Carbondale with a 
population of 27,000 and Murphysboro with 9,200. Only three other cities - DuQuoin, 
Pickneyville, and Nashville - exceed 3,000 in population. 
The large number of students attending Southern Illinois University in Carbondale greatly . 
influences the demographics <;Jfthe area. For example, the median age in Jackson County 
is only 26 years, while in Washington and Perry it is 36. The percentage of elderly is 
fairly high in those two counties - 17.1 and 18.6% - but is less than 11% in Jackson 
County. The higher proportion of elderly in these two counties also contributes to a 
higher mortality rate from heart disease, stroke, and cancer. Jackson County has the 
greatest proportion of college educated, 29.5% compared to 7.3% in Perry. County. 
Across the area per capita income averaged only $15,900 in 1990, about $7,000 less than 
the statewide average. The area poverty rate was 23%, far above the 12% rate statewide. 
The property tax base has declined by 41 % during the past 30 years, while tax rates have 
increased 78-120% in the three counties. Rates are highest in Jackson County, about 
I The Kinkaid area includes a very small part of Randolph County (near Coulterville in the western part of 
the Beaucoup Creek watershed), but is located primarily in Jackson, Perry, and Washington counties. This 
volume focuses on the three counties, while the natural resource volumes encompass the entire watershed of 
Kinkaid and Beaucoup creeks. 
, While the accompanying natural resources assessment emphasizes the watershed as its unit of analysis, 
socio-economic data are displayed geographically using the 109 census block groups defmed by the U.S. 
Census Bureau to encompass the three counties. Census block groups are small, sub-county level areas 
delineated by the U.S. Census Bureau for purposes of the decelmial census. They are designed to be 
relatively homogeneous with respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living conditions. . 
In practice they vary considerably in population and size. In the three-county area, the census block groups 
range from 264 to 3,836 in population and from 13 acres to 49,076 acres in land area. 
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$9.00/$100 of tax base, and lowest in Perry County, $7.00/$100. While residential 
property is the largest source of property taxes in all three counties, agriculture remains an 
important part of the tax base in Perry and Washington counties where it makes up 26% 
and 34% of the total, respectively. 
In 1995, the Kinkaid area employed 54,000 pelfple; personal income was $1.8 billion. 
Jackson County accounts for two-thirds of the employment and income and has 
experienced the strongest employment growth during the past three decades, 1.8% annual 
growth compared to 1.2% statewide. 
Government is the area's largest employment sector, led by the 9,000 employees of 
Southern llIinoisUniversity. As in most of the state, however, the fasting growing 
sectors are services and wholesale/retail, roughly doubling between 1970 and 1997. And 
while manufacturing employment has declined in Jackson and Perry counties, it has 
grown in Washington County where an auto parts manufacturer, Nascote Industries, is the 
largest employer. The farm sector remains a leading employer in Washington County as 
well. During the 1980s Perry County was the largest producer of coal in llIinois and 
earnings from coal employment dwarfed that of the other sectors. Recent mine closings 
have reduced the importance of mining and contributed to unemployment. 
The Kinkaid area is traversed by 1-64, an east-west interstate that connects to St. Louis; 
I-57, a north-south interstate, passes nearby. The area also has access to Amtrak, 
Greyhound bus service, and two airports. Between 1973 and 1995, only 28 miles of road 
were added in the area, an increase of 2%, while the number of vehicle-miles traveled 
increased 72%. 
Agriculture is the predominant land cover in the Kinkaid area, ranging from 49% of 
Jackson County to 85% of Washington County, compared to 77% statewide. Farm 
acreage declined 8.7% and the number of farms fell 28% during the last 20 years. Survey 
data show that 74% of the farm acreage meets tolerable soil loss levels and 58% of 
acreage are farmed with conservation methods. The Kinkaid area averaged $110 million 
in annual crop receipts and $57 million in livestock receipts. Washington County 
produces nearly two-thirds of this total. Soybeans are the leading crops, although 
Washington County is also the state's leading producer of wheat. 
The Kinkaid area counties contain three major state-owned sites: Kinkaid Lake Fish and 
Wildlife Area, Pyramid State Park, and Washington County Conservation Area. Largely 
managed for hunting and fishing, these sites attracted 800,000 visitors in 1999, generating 
$8.8 million in economic output and 160 jobs. The area boasts a variety of notable 
fishing lakes, including some on reclaimed mined land. The northeastern corner of the 
Shawnee National Forest also stretches into the southern edge of the Kinkaid area. 
The human resources of the Kinkaid area provide an important context for future plans to 
manage and preserve the natural resources of the area. This report is part of an overall 
assessment of the area's natural and human resources. 
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Demographic Trends
 
The character of an area is determined not only by its natural environment, but also by its 
human environment - the size, growth, density, distribution and characteristics of the 
population living there. The following section describes population growth and 
distribution, and trends in age, income, education, households, and housing. 
Population 
The combined populations of the three-county 
Kinkaid area grew only 91 % between 1870 and 
1990, far less than the 350% statewide growth. 1 
In 1990, the Kinkaid area was home to only 
0.85% of the state's population. 
Almost all of the growth occurred in Jackson 
County, home to Southern Illinois University, which tripled in population during the 120­
year time period. Growth was fairly steady from 1890 until 1920, when the population 
fell slightly during the next decade, then continued its upward growth. Population is 
projected to grow another 12% between 1990 and 2020. 
70,000 ,------------------­
60,000 
50,000 
- - - , - - - - - - ,40.000 --Jackson 
.... Perry 
__ Washinaton 
30,000 
10,000 
0+-----+--+---+--+--+-----+--+--+---+---..,_-+---1 
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 
Figure 1-1. Population Trends 
l Populalion data was taken from the 1993 Illinois Statistical Abstract. 
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Figure 1-2. Municipalities and Major Highways
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Table I-I. Population 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
Illinois 
1990 
Po ulation 
% oflllinois 
Po ulation 
County 
Rank2 
% change. 
1970-1990 
61.067 0.53% 22 11% 
21,412 0.19% 55 8% 
14.965 0.13% 77 9% 
97,444 0.85% 10% 
11,430,602 100.0% 2.9% 
In Perry County, population grew slowly until 1940, then declined during the 1940s and 
50s and stabilized during the 1960s. Overall it grew by one-half over the 120-yeat time 
period. The county's population is projected to grow slightly, 5%, by the yeat 2020. In 
Washington County, population fell 15% over the period, but is expected to add another 
7,000 people by 2020. 
Urban Population 
Less than one-half of the atea's residents live in urban ateas (communities greater than 
2,500 population), far below the statewide average of 85%.2 Between 1970 and 1990, 
while the number of urban residents grew, the percentage actually fell from 48.4% to 
47.4%. With the increase in overall population, density grew from 55.6 persons per 
squate mile in 1970 to 61.2 in 1990. Jackson County is the most urbanized of the three 
counties with three-fifths of its population urban; Washington County is the least 
urbanized, with only a little more than one-fifth living in urban communities. 
Catbondale, with more than 27,000 residents, is the latgest community in the atea. 
Urban Land Use 
According to satellite imagery taken between 1992 and 1994,2.5% of the land in the atea 
is used for urban purposes, less than half the statewide percentage of 5.8%.3 (As used 
here, urban land includes low, medium and high density urban land, transportation, and 
Table 1-2. Population Density* 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
Illinois 
1870
 
33.4 
31.1 
31.3 
32.0 
45.7 
1910 1950 1990
 
59.8 64.8 103.8 
50.1 49.2 48.6 
33.3 25.7 26.6 
47.7 46.7 61.2 
101.5 156.8 205.7 
* persons per square mile 
2 Urbanization data from 1990 and 1993 Illinois Statistical Abstract.
 
3 Illinois Landcover, An Atlas, IL Department of Natural Resources, June 1996.
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Table 1-3. Urban Acreage 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
Illinois 
Urban acres % of count 
12,817 3% 
6,974 2% 
6,292 2% 
26,083 3% 
2,087,390 6% 
urban grasslands.) Most of the urbanization has occurred in Jackson County, which had 
3.3% urban land compared to only 1.7% in Washington Comity. . 
Land use information is also available from the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil 
Conservation Service, which has conducted a National Resources Inventory (NRI) in 
1982,1987, 1992, and 1997 (Figure 1_3).4 According to the NRI, rn;tween 1982 and 
1997 urban land use grew more than 23.4% in the three-county area, compared to a 14% 
increase statewide. The greatest increase occurred in Washington County, up 29.8%, 
with Jackson County close behind with a 25% increase. During a similar time frame, the 
number of urban residents in the area increased 7.8%.
 
Table 1-4. Incorporated Municipalities, 1990
 
City or Village 
Jackson County 
Campbell Hill 
Carbondale 
DeSoto 
Dowell 
Elkville 
Gorham 
Grand Tower 
Makanda 
Murphysboro 
Perry County 
Cutler 
. DuQuoin 
Pinckneyville 
St. Johns 
1990 
Po ulation 
351 
27,033 
1,534 
465 
958 
290 
775 
404 
9,176 
523 
6,697 
3,372 
262 
City or Village 
Willisville 
Washington County 
Addieville 
Ashley 
DuBois 
Hoyleton 
Irvington 
Nashville 
New Minden 
Oakdale 
Okawville 
Radom 
Richview 
Venedy 
Wamac 
1990 
Po ulation 
577 
257 
583 
216 
508 
827 
3,202 
219 
211 
1,274 
174 
307 
158 
1,501 
Source: Illinois Counties & Incorporated Municipalities, 
December 1, 1993, Illinois Secretary ofState. 
4 Because different methodologies are used and the data are colleCted from representative sample points in 
each slate, the NRI data vary slightly from the satellite data. 
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Figure 1-3, Urban Land Use (acres) 
Population Characteristics 
Age 
The age distribution of the three-county area is 
similar to the statewide distribution - in 1990 
28,1% of the region's population was under the 
age of 19 compared to 29% statewide, and 13.3% 
of the region's population was over age 64 
compared to 12,5% statewide. Like the rest of the 
state (and nation), the population in the Kinkaid 
area is aging - in 1970, the young made up 34.7% 
of the population and the elderly 12.1 %.5 
1990
 
Kinkaid' Area
 
Age 0-19: 28.1 %
 
Age 65+: 13.3%
 
Median age: 29,8
 
Perccapita income: $15,903 
pJrsons inpoverty:. ·22.7% , 
Minorities: 9'.5% ,'., 
• Females: 49.9%/Males: '50, 1% ' 
", . .!'i(!', ,- ,~1 "" _. .r; ;'» 
High'schooleducation: 74% "."
 
C,ollegeeducation".20.3% '
 
, ' .'. 
In 1990 Jackson County ranked 93rd in the state (out of 102 lllinois counties) in the 
percentage of elderly residents, compared to Washington County which ranked 25th. 
Both counties fell in the middle for the percentage of younger residents, as did Perry 
County for both age categories. By 2020, the percentage of elderly residents is projected 
to increase in all three counties - from 10.8% to 14.2% in Jackson County, 17.1% to 
21.1 % in Perry County, and 18.6% to 23.8% in Washington County. 
Between 1970 and 1990 median age increased two years in the region. This compares to 
a statewide median age increase of 4.4 years (Table 1-5). Washington County had the 
highest median age, 36.2 years. Jackson County's median age was only 26.2 years due to 
the large student population in Carbondale. 
5 Age, race and education data from the 1997 State Profile, Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 
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Table 1-5. Median Age 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
Illinois 
1970 1980 1990
 
22.7 24.4 262 
34.6 32.5 35.6 
38.7 34.2 36.2 
27.8 27.7 29.8 
28.4 29.9 32.8 
Figure 1-5 shows age distribution by census block group. The few predominantly 
younger populations are concentrated in very small areas near the Jackson County cities 
of Carbondale and Murphysboro. The older populations live primarily in Washington 
and Perry counties. 
1111197001980019901 
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Figure 1-4. Age Distribution, Kinkaid Area 
Education 
Almost three-fourths of the area's residents aged 25 and older had completed high school 
in 1990, a little lower than statewide. Almost the same amount, however, finished 
college - 20% compared to 21 %, probably attributable to the presence of Southern 
lllinois University in Carbondale. Not surprisingly, Jackson County, where Carbondale is 
located, had the greatest proportion of college educated residents, 29.5% compared to 
7.3% in Perry County. 
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Figure 1-5. Estimated Mean Age by 1990 Census Block Group
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Figure 1-6. Education Trends 
The census map in Figure 1-7 shows that the more educated populations live in and 
around Carbondale in Jackson County and an area south of DuQuoin in Perry County. 
Those with the least education live mostly in Washington County (which has a large 
elderly population) and in the central portion of Perry County. 
Table 1-6. 1990 Educational Attainment 
(persons age 25 and over) 
College, Statewide 
Per Capita Income 
Per capita income is quite a bit lower in the Kinkaid area than it is statewide; in 1990, at 
$15,903, it was $7,233 lower, probably because of the large student population at sru6 
From 1970-1990 per capita income rose 52% in the three-county area, with the greatest 
increase occuning in Washington County. In 1990, Jackson County ranked 92nd while 
Washington County was 34th. 
6 Per capita income data from J997 State Profile. 
HO 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
lllinois 
Not Completing Completing High Completing Four or 
Hi h School SchoolOnl More Years of Colle e 
21.2% 49.3% . 29.5% 
32.2% 60.5% 7.3% 
34.3% 57.1% 8.7% 
26.3% 53.5% 20.3% 
23.8% 55.2% 21.0% 
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Figure 1-7. Educational Attainment by 1990 Census Block Group 
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Figure 1-8. Per Capita Income 
The map in Figure 1-10 shows that the areas with the highest per capita income in 
Washington County are the northwest comer of the county and the area east of Nashville. 
In Perry County per capita income is highest in areas south and east of Pinckneyville, and 
in Jackson County in the areas surrounding Carbondale. The lowest incomes are in 
Carbondale and in the southwestern comer of Jackson County. 
In 1990 the poverty rate in the Kinkaid area was high, 22.7% compared to 11.9% 
statewide. The highest rate was in Jackson County, 28.4%. Between 1970 and 1990, the 
percentage of people living in poverty dropped 36% in Washington County but rose 
28.5% in Jackson County7 
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Figure 1-9. Percent of Population Living in Poverty 
7 Poverty data from 1970, 1980, and 1990 Census. 
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Figure 1-10. Per Capita Income by 1990 Census Block Group
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Race and Gender 
The area has a small minority population - 9.5% of the total population in 1990 - with 
the majority living in Jackson County. Statewide the minority population was 17.8%. 
Between 1970 and 1990 the number of minorities almost doubled in the three-county 
area. 
The ratio of men to women has been fairly equal in the area over the past 20 years, about 
50/50. 
Households and Housing 
Households 
Between 1970 and 1990, while total 
population grew only 10%, the number of 
households in the two-county area increased 
33.8%, compared to a 19.4% increase 
statewide. The greatest growth occurred in 
Jackson County, which added more than 7,i80 
new households, up 44% from 1970. 
The number of persons per household dropped from 2.8 to 2.4 persons; statewide it 
dropped from 3.1 to 2.7 (Table 1_7).8 
Between 1979 and 1989 the median income of Kinkaid area households fell 7.9% 
($2,070) to $24,062, compared to statewide growth of 1.6% ($603).9 Household income 
fell the most in Perry County, down 12.7%; it fell the least, 0.1 %, in Washington County. 
Table 1-7. Numb~r of Housebolds Table 1-8. Median Housebold Income 
(in thousands) 
1970 1980 1990 
Jackson 16,340 22,600 23,520 Jackson 
Perry 6,930 8,150 8,320 Perry 
Washington 4,770 5,620 5,670 Washington 
Region 28,040 36,370 37,510 Region 
Statewide 3,525,820 4,067,870 4,208,670 Statewide 
8 Household data from 1999 State Profile.
 
9 Median household income data from 1980 and 1990 Census.
 
(in 1994 Dollars) 
1979 1989 % chan e 
$23,022 
$31,735 
$30,636 
$26;132 
$37,811 
$21,181 
$27,706 
$30,609 
$24,062 
$38,886 
-8.0% 
-12.7% 
-0.1% 
-7.9% 
2.8% 
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Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
lllinois 
Housing 
Table 1-9. Housing Units 
1970 1980 1990 
Units Vacancies Units Vacancies Units Vacancies 
17,272 6.5% 24,475 7.8% 25,539 8.1% 
7,636 10.3% 9,006 9.6% 9,235 10.1% 
5,341 11.9% 6,269 10.6% 6,261 9.6% 
24,908 7.7% 33,481 8.3% 34,774 8.6% 
3,703,367 5.4% 4,319,672 6.3% 4,506,275 6.7% 
Between 1970 and 1990, area housing units increased by two-fifths, while the percentage 
of vacant units grew slightly, from 7.7% to 8.6%. Statewide, units were up by almost 
one-fourth while vacancies rose from 5.4% to 6.7%. Jackson County experienced the 
.greatest increase in housing units, up almost one-half, while the number of vacant units 
increased less than two percentage points. In Washington County, the number of 
vacancies fell by almost 5%.\0 
.The median value of owner-occupied housing units (in 1994 dollars) increased 22%, from 
$42,741 in 1970 to $52,173 in 1990 (compared to $92,849 statewide).ll Values in 
Washington County rose the most, up 54%, while they rose the least in Jackson County, 
up only 12%. Statewide, housing values rose 34%. 
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Figure 1-11. Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing, in 1994 Dollars 
10 Housing units and vacancies from 1990 and 1993 Illinois Statistical Abstract.
 
II Data on median value of housing from 1970, 1980 and 1990 Census and 1993 Illinois Statistical
 
Abstract.
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Conclusion 
In 1990, the Kinkaid area was home to less than one percent of the state's population. 
Over the 120-year time period between 1870 and 1990, area population grew only 91 %, 
with most of the growth occurring in Jackson County, home to Southern Illinois 
University. (The large number of young, low-income, students living there influences 
many of the demographics of that county.) Not quite half of the area's residents live in 
urban areas and only 2.5% of the land is put to urban uses. 
The age distribution is similar to that statewide; in 1990 about 28% of the population was 
under the age of 19 compared to 29% statewide. Jackson County ranked 93rd in the state 
for the percentage of elderly residents while Washington County ranked 25th. The 
median age in the area was 29.8 years, compared to 32.8 years statewide. Almost three­
fourths of the population age 25 and older had completed high school, a little lower than 
statewide, while 20% finished college compared to 21% statewide. 
In 1990 per capita income was only $15,903, about $7,233 lower than the statewide 
average but 50% more than in 1970. Median household income fell 7.9% between 1979 
and 1989 (from $26,132 to $24,062). Between 1970 and 1990, the area poverty rate rose 
16%, to almost 23% of the population, far above the statewide rate of 12%. Following 
state and national trends, the number of households grew 33.8%, higher than the 
statewide rate of 20%. Most of the growth occurred in Jackson County, up 44%. 
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Health Trends
 
The most commonly used measure of a population's health is the mortality rate'- the 
number of deaths per 100,000 people. Mortality rates are provided for total deaths and by 
cause of death. Other measures of health are infant mortality rates and premature births, 
the number of teenage and single mothers, and access to health care, measured by the 
number of hospital beds and doctors per 100,000 people. Health is typically influenced 
by the demographics and economics of the region, as well as by environmental quality. 
Mortality Rates 
While the mortality rate I in the Kinkaid area has been above the state average since 1960, 
the difference had diminished to 1% by 1995.2 The area mortality rate dropped 14% 
between 1960 and 1995, compared to 10% statewide. The higher mortality rate in the 
area compared to the state reflects in part the difference in demographic characteristics. 
For example, the elderly population has been shown to be positively correlated with 
mortality rates and the Kinkaid area has a slightly higher elderly population (13.3%) than 
does the state as a whole (12.6%). The difference in elderly population can also explain 
the variation in mortality rates within the region. Perry and Washington Counties have a 
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Figure 1-12. Total Mortality Rate 
I Unless otherwise indicated, data is from Illinois Department of Public Health: Division of Health
 
Statistics, Vital Statistics lIlinois, various years.
 
2 In the discussion of the mortality rates, references to a mortality rate for a particular year is actually a five­

year average rate. For example, when citing the 1960 mortality rate it is in fact the 1960-64 average
 
mortality rate.
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Figure 1-13. The Major Causes ofDeath in the Kinkaid Area 
much higher percentage of elderly people (17% and 19%) compared to Jackson County 
(11 %) and also have significantly higher mortality rates (61 % and 49% higher). 
Major Causes of Death 
The three major causes of death, in descending order, are heart disease, cancer, and 
stroke. Between 199 and 1995 they accounted for more than 64% of all deaths statewide 
and 67% in the Kinkaid area. Deaths from both heart disease and stroke have declined in 
the state and the area since 1960, while deaths from cancer have risen considerably. 
Heart Disease 
Since 1960 the heart disease mortality rate has declined in the area at a slightly slower 
pace than the state rate - 30% compared to 32%. Within the area, the rate has declined 
the most in Jackson County (39%). 
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Figure 1-14. Heart Disease Mortality 
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Figure 1-15. Cancer Mortality 
Cancer 
Mortality from cancer has been below the state rate since 1981; in 1995 it was 207 deaths 
per 100,000 population, 3% lower than the state rate. The area's cancer mortality rate has 
increased at a slower pace than it has statewide - up 12% compared to 27% statewide 
since 1960. The largest increase was in Perry County where it rose 39%. 
Stroke 
Stroke mortality has dropped dramatically since 1960 - 58% in the Kinkaid area and 
40% statewide. In 1995, the stroke death rate was the same in the area as in the state. 
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Figure 1-16. Stroke Mortality 
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Figure 1-17. Infant Mortality 
Infant Mortality and Premature Births 
The infant mortality rate is another measure of community health. In the Kinkaid area it 
has fluctuated above and below the state average since 1960. In 1995, there were almost 
10 deaths per 1,000 births in the area (about the same as the state average). Infant 
mortality has been declining at a steady rate since 1960, down 60% statewide and 52% in 
the area. In 1995, the percentage of premature births was 4% higher than statewide.3 
However, in previous years the area rate was often below the state rate. 
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Figure 1-18. Premature Births as a Percentage ofTotal Births 
'. 
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3 From 1960-85, the Illinois Department of Public Health defined premature births (in the Vital Statistics of 
lllinois) as.babies born at a weight less than 2501 grams. In 1990, the Vital Statistics Report included the 
number of babies at less than 2599 grams. 
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Figure 1-19. Percentage ofBirths to Teenage Mothers 
Teenage and Single Mothers" 
The rates of infant mortality and premature births are influenced by the number of 
teenage and single mothers who often have less income and, therefore, less access to 
health care. Between 1975 and 1995 the teen birth rate declined both statewide (30%) 
and in the area (23%). The area's teen birth rate has been below the state average, 2% 
lower in 1995. There is a significant difference in the teen birth rates within the three­
county area, ranging from 8.3% in Washington County to 13.8% in Jackson County. 
Although the percentage of births to teenage mothers has declined since 1975, the 
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Figure 1-20. Percentage ofBirths to Single Mothers 
4 This data is from Illinois Department of Public Health: Division of Health Statistics, Vital Statistics 
l/linoi., various years. 
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percentage of births to single mothers jumped 98% statewide and 183% in the Kinkaid 
area. The area rate has been below the state's since 1975. 
Health Care Access 
A key aspect of health is the availability of health care providers and facilities, 
specifically the number of doctors and staffed hospital beds. The Kinkaid area has fewer 
hospital beds and doctors per 1,000 people than the state average. In 1995, there were 
about four beds per 1,000 people and less than two doctors per 1,000 people, 11% and 
. 26% fewer than the state. 
Table 1·10. Hospitals in the Kinkaid Region (1994) 
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale 
St. Joseph Memorial Hospital 
Marshall Browning Hospital 
Pinckneyville Community Hospital 
Washington County Hospital 
Staffed 
Cit Beds 
Carbondale 137 
Murphysboro 59 
DuQuoin 33 
Pinckneyville 92 
Nashville 56 
In both the Kinkaid area and statewide, trends in health care availability have been toward 
more doctors and fewer hospital beds. Table I-ll·shows that since 1975 the number of 
staffed hospital beds has declined 30% statewide while the number of doctors has 
increased about 43%. In the Kinkaid area there are 12% fewer hospital beds and 80% 
more doctors. 
Table 1-11. Number of Staffed Hospital Beds and Doctors Per 1,000 PeopleS 
Hospital Beds 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
State 
Doctors 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
State 
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
3.8 
5.7 
4.9 
4.4 
6.3 
3.2 
5.3 
4.6 
3.9 
6.3 
3.5 
6.3 
4.4 
4.3 
5.8 
3.5 
5.8 
4.5 
4.1 
5.1 
3.2 
5.9 
3.7 
3.9 
4.4 
1.2 
0.8 
0.3 
1.0 
1.6 
1.3 
0.5 
0.4 
1.0 
1.7 
1.8 
0.6 
0.7 
1.4 
2.1 
1.9 
0.8 
0.4 
1.5 
2.3 
2.2 
1.3 
0.5 
1.7 
2.3 
5 Data on number of hospital beds is from the lllinois Hospital & Health Systems Association. 
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Conclusion 
The total mortality rate, as well as infant mortality and mortality rates for heart disease 
and stroke, have all declined both statewide and in the Kinkaid area. At the same time, 
cancer mortality has increased significantly. The area mortality rate has been 
significantly above the state average since 1975, 12% higher in 1995. 
The percentage of births to teenage mothers declined in both the area and the state, while 
the percentage of births to single mothers rose significantly. With respect to health care 
availability, the Kinkaid area is below the state average in both staffed hospital beds per 
100,000 people and in the number of doctors per 100,000 people. 
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The Regional Economy
 
The Kinkaid area counties employ about 54,000 people; personal income totals $1.8 
billion1 Jackson County has the largest economy of the three counties, accounting for 
about 68% of employment and income. 
During the period 1970-1997, area employment grew slightly faster than Illinois' - 1.4% 
average annual growth compared to 1.2% statewide. Jackson County experienced the 
strongest employment growth, 1.8% annually. Personal income also grew strongly in 
Jackson County, 2.3% annually, as well as in Washington County, 2.5% annually. The 
Kinkaid area as a whole experienced 2.0% annual growth in personal income, slightly 
less than the statewide growth of 2.2% annually. 
Figure 1-22 shows that agriculture is a significant source of employment for rural 
residents, especial1y in Washington County. Mining employs many residents living in 
Perry County, once the largest coal producer in the state. The service industry 
predominates around Carbondale in Jackson County, but no sector predominates in the 
Jackson P.rry Wa.shington Kinkaid area fff(nois 
Figure 1-21. Percent Change in Employment and Personal Income, 1970-1997 
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Income and earnings discussed in this chapter are reported in 1997 dollars. Total personal income 
includes the earnings (wages and salaries, other labor income) and proprietor's income); dividends, interest, 
and rent; and transfer payments received by the residents of the area.
 
Source: Regional Economic Information System, 1969-1997, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
 
Economic Analysis.
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Figure 1-22. Significant Employment Sectors in the Kinkaid Lake Area from the 1990 Census 
Significant is defined as greater than one standard deviation above the mean percentage for the 3-tounty region, 
Scale 1:544896 
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Table 1-12. 1997 Employment and Personal Income 
County 
Jackson 
Perry 
Washington 
Kinkaid area 
lllinois 
Employment % of Illinois Income % of lllinois 
Employment (million $) Income 
36,499 0.51% $1,057.1 0.32% 
8,813 0.12% $379.0 0.11% 
8,292 0.12% $336.0 0.10% 
53,604 0.76% $1,772.1 0.53% 
7,098,036 100% $331,965.6 100% 
outlying areas. The "other" sector, which includes construction, public utilities, and 
public administration predominates in many pockets of Jackson County and northern 
Perry County. Manufacturing is significant in the peripheral areas of Perry and 
Washington counties, with the largest employers found in Pinckneyville and Nashville. 
Table 1-13 shows that Jackson County had a negative residential adjustment to personal 
income, indicating that more workers commute into this county than commute from it. A 
big draw in Jackson County is Southern llIinois University (Sill), the largest employer in 
the Kinkaid area counties. 2 
Table 1-13. Composition of Total Personal Income (1997) 
Earnings 
less contributions 
plus residence adjust. 
Adjusted Earnings 
Div., Int., & Rent 
Transfer Payments 
Total Personal Income 
(in millions)
 
Jackson Pe Washin ton Kinkaid Area Illinois
 
802.4 189.6 207.8 1,199.8 241,850.9 
47.8 13.1 12.7 73.6 15,632.9 
-87.5 31.8 7.5 -48.2 -834.4 
667.1 208.2 202.6 1,078.0 225,383.5 
174.4 71.4 66.0 311.7 59,989.0 
215.6 99.4 67.4 382.4 46,593.1 
1,057.1 379.0 336.0 1,772.1 331,965.6 
Structural Change in the Economy 
Since the early 1970s, the economy of the Kinkaid area, as in Illinois and the U.S., has 
changed steadily from a manufacturing base to a more service-related economy, e.g., 
business, health, educational services, and wholesale/retail trade. 
The government sector, which includes Southern llIinois University, predominates in this 
region, representing almost one-third of employment and earnings. While overall 
2 Adjustments are made in earnings to transfer 'place-of-work' income to 'place-of-residence' income. A 
negative adjustment means that more people commute to the county for work; a positive adjustment means 
that more people commute out of the county. 
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Table 1-14, Major Employers, Kinkaid Area 
Company 
Jackson County 
Southern Illinois University 
Memorial Hospital (SID) 
Wal-Mart 
State of Illinois Department 
ofTransportation 
SI. Joseph Hospital (SID) 
Center for Comprehensive 
Services 
Penn Aluminum 
Carbondale Clinic 
West Telemarketing 
May Department Store (FB) 
. Elementary School Dist. 95 
U.S. Postal Service 
K-Mart Corporation (3245) 
Jackson Co. Nursing Home 
City Map Business Classification SIC Employees 
Legend 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Murphysboro 
Carbondale 
Murphysboro 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Murphysboro 
J.e. Penney Company (2503) Carbondale 
Com-Pac International 
So. minois Social Services 
Laborers Local 227 
Lee Enterprises (Southern . 
. Illinoisian) 
Interstate Convalescent 
Curwood, Inc. 
Knight Hawk Coal 
Thomas & King (Applebees) 
County of Jackson 
Perry County 
Matsushita Universal Media 
Laborers Local 738 
Community Hospital 
G S Metals Corp. 
UNI Distribution 
Marshall Browning Hospital 
Apogee Coal Co. (Conat) 
Gsi Group-Grain King 
Washington County 
Nascote Industries 
County Hospital 
AMS Properties - Friendship 
Manor 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Carbondale 
Murphysboro 
Ava 
Carbondale 
Murphysboro 
Pinckneyville 
DuQuoin 
Pinckneyville 
Pinckneyville 
Pinckneyville 
DuQuoin 
Pinckneyville 
DuQuoin 
Nashville 
Nashville 
Nashville 
I CollegelUniversity 822 
2 Medical & Surgical Hospital 806 
3 Discount Department Store 531 
4 Highway Department 962 
5 Medical & Surgical Hospital 806 
6 Rehabilitation Center 809 
7 Aluminum Tubing Manufacturer 335 
8 Medical Clinic 801 
9 Business Services 738 
10 Department Store 581 
11 School Administration 941 
13 U.S. Postal Service 431 
14 Department Store 531 
15 Skilled tare Nursing'Home 805 
16 Department Store 531 
17 Plastic Bag Manufacturer 308 
18 Specialty Outpatient Services 809 
19 Labor organization 863 
20 Newspaper Publishing 271 
21 Skilled Care Nursing Home 805 
22 Printing & Photo-engraving 275 
23 Coal Mining Services 124 
24 Restaurant 581 
25 County Government 911 
26 Music, Video, CD Manufacturer 365 
27 Labor Organization 863 
28 Medical & Surgical Hospital 806 
29 Fabricated Metal Products 344 
30 Wholesale Durable Goods 509 
31 Medical & Surgical Hospital 806 
32 Bituminous Coal Mining 124 
33 Augers Manufacturer 352 
34 Auto Plastic Parts Manufacturer 371 
35 Medical & Surgical Hospital 806 
36 Skilled Care Nursing Home 805 
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Source: Dun and Bradstreet, Dun's Direct Access Business Database, New York, 2000. 
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Figure 1-23. Major Employers in the Kinkaid Area
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Figure 1-24. State and Area Employment Distribution, 1997 
manufacturing employment fell over the period, earnings grew because of sector growth 
in Washington County. 
In 1997, the region's service sector employed almost 12,000 workers and generated $236 
million in earnings. That represents a 3.0% average annual increase in employment and a 
3.2% annual increase in earnings between 1970 and 1997. Services and the 
wholesale/retail sector constitute two-fifths of area employment and one-third of 
earnmgs. 
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Figure 1-25. Employment Distribution in the Kinkaid Area. 1970 and 1997. 
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Figure 1-26. Earnings Distribution in the Kinkaid Area, 1970 and 1997. 
Economic Characteristics by County 
Jackson County 
Between 1970 and 1997, county employment and earnings grew 1.8% annually, slightly 
higher than the statewide averages of 1.2% and 1.6% annually. 
The largest sector is government - with 43% of employment and 36% of earnings ­
primarily because of sm, which employs more than 9,000 people. The service sector 
grew the most, however, up 140%. The wholesale/retail sector followed with a 93% gain 
in employment. In 1997, services and wholesale/retail together represented almost one­
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Figure 1-27. Jackson County Employment, by Sector 
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Figure ]-28. Jackson County Earnings, bySector 
half of the workforce and more than $284 million in earnings. As with state and national
 
trends, manufacturing employment and earnings declined in Jackson County.
 
Meanwhile, in the farm sector, employment fell while earnings grew.
 
Table 1-15. Jackson County Employment & Earnings 
1997 % Average 
Employment Change Annual Workforce 
1997 % Average %of 
Earnings Change Annual 
1970-97 Chan e (million $) 1970-97 Chan e 
Manufacturing 34.2 -28.9 -1.3% 
Transportation, 
1,321 -34.5 -1.6% 3.6 
2,937 12.9 0.5% 8.0 66.1 7.8 0.3% 
Utilities, FIRE 
Wholesale, Retail 101.1 27.3 0.9% 12.67,755 93.5 2.5% 21.2 
8,307 140.4 3.3% 22.8 183.2 189.3 4.0% 22.8Services 
349.1 77.3 2.1% 43.5 
Farming 
Government 13,370 60.3 1.8% 36.6 
17.9 104.1 2.7% 2.2 
Other 
840 -21.5 -0.9% 2.3 
1,969 84.5 2.3% 5.4 50.8 33.3 -1.1% 6.3 
TOTAL 802.4 61.7 1.8% 100.036,499 61.8 1.8% 100.0 
Perry County 
Between 1970 and 1997, county employment grew 0.2% annually and earnings actually 
declined 0.5% annually. 
Employment grew slowly in four of the seven sectors used in this analysis. 
Manufacturing, the largest employer in 1970, declined over the period and is now the 
third largest employer in Perry County. Nevertheless, manufacturing has maintained its 
earnings over the period. Farming, and the "other" sector - construction, mining, and 
agricultural services - also declined. 
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Figure 1-29. Perry County Employment. by Sector 
Perry County was once the largest producer of coal in minois. The "other" sector, which 
includes mining, reflects the county's heyday in coal. In the early 1980s, this sector was 
the largest employer and dwarfed the earnings of the remaining sectors. By 1997, 
earnings fell to the second highest after manufacturing and are now in line with the 
remaining sectors, 
Earnings fell in all sectors except for government and services, leading to an overall 
earnings decline in the county. 
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Figure 1-30. Perry County Earnings. by Sector 
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Tab!e 1-16. Perry County Employment & Earnings
 
1997 % Average %of
 1997 % Average 
Earnings Change AnnualEmployment Change Annual Workforce 
Washington County 
Over the 27-year period, county employment grew 1.5% annually and earnings increased 
2.3% annually, above the statewide averages of 1.2% and 1.6%, respectively. 
.In Washington County, the farm sector, once the largest employer, maintains its 
importance in spite of the growth in the service, wholesale/retail and manufacturing 
sectors. Farm earnings fluctuated over the period but remain healthy at $23 million, 
almost 13% of county earnings. 
While service and wholesale/retail increased in both employment and earnings following 
statewide trends, it has been the manufacturing sector that has contributed significantly to 
county earnings. Manufacturing generates almost 30% of earnings, more than $51 
million, the highest in the county, and provides almost 1,400 jobs. Nascote Industries, an 
auto-parts manufacturer, provides almost three-fifths of those jobs. 
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Figure 1-31. Washington County Employment, by Sector 
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Manufacturing 
Transportation, 
Utilities, FIRE 
Wholesale, Retail 
Services 
Government 
Farming 
Other 
TOTAL 
(million $) 1970-97 Chan e1970-97 Chan e 
45.9 -17.7 -0.7% 24.21,618 -28.8 -1.3% 18.4 
12.6 -5.1 -0.2% 6:6·726 35.7 1.1% 8.2 
21.5 -3.0 -0.1% 11.31,681 32.7 1.1% 19.1 
27.6 9.2 0.3% 14.51,915 70.4 2.0% 21.7 
35.0 63.4 1.8% 18.51,272 28.1 0.9% 14.4 
5.5 -38.5 -1.9% 2.9632 -21.9 -0.9% 7.2 
41.6 -41.6 -2.0% 21.9969 -27.2 -1.2% 11.0 
189.6 -13.0 -0.5% 100.08,813 5.8 0.2% 100.0 
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Figure 1-32, Washington County Earnings, by Sector 
Conclusion 
In 1997, the Kinkaid area had 53,604 employees and $1.7 billion in personal income. 
The largest of the three counties, Jackson, accounted for about 68% of employment and 
income. Perry County, once lllinois' largest coal producer, experienced flat employment 
growth and a decline in earnings over the period. Although a rural county, Washington 
generated healthy earnings growth, due to the rise in manufacturing earnings over the 
period. Furthermore, the farm sector remained an important sector in this county. 
As with statewide trends, services and wholesale/retail employment increased over the 
period. The presence of Southern Illinois University, a large state school, contributed to 
the dominance of the government sector in the Kinkaid area. 
Table 1·17. Washington County Employment & Earnings 
1997 % Average %of 1997 % Average %of 
Employment Change Annual Workforce Earnings Change Annual Total 
60,000 
50,000 
40,000 
30,000 
Manufacturing 
Transportation t 
Utilities, FIRE 
Wholesale, Retail 
Services 
Government 
Farming 
Other 
TOTAL 
1970-97 Chan e (million $) 1970-97 Chan e Earnin s 
1,397 88.3 2.4% 16.8 51.3 214.4 4.3% 28.2 
928 105.8 2.7% 11.2 19.5 105.7 2.7% 10.8 
1,647 83.4 2.3% 19.9 31.1 64.6 1.9% 17.1 
1,720 115.5 2.9% 20.7 25.3 84.1 2.3% 13.9 
986 8.4 0.3% 11.9 20.0 28.4 0.9% 11.0 
1,071 -27.3 -1.2% 12.9 22.6 35.3 1.1% 12.5 
543 59.7 1.8% 6.5 11.9 36.0 1.2% 6.6 
8,292 47.8 1.5% 100.0 181.8 82.7 2.3% 100.0 
--Manufacturing 
--Wholesale, Retail 
-0- Services 
--+-Farm 
-- Government 
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Agriculture
 
lllinois possesses some of the richest agricultural resources in the world and agriculture 
continues to be a key component of the state's economy and character. Since agriculture 
occupies a large percentage of the land cover in the state, trends and information about 
agricultural production, cash receipts from livestock and crops, and progress in meeting 
soil conservation goals helps in understanding the region's overall identity. 
Agricultural Lands 
Table.1-18. Agricultural Land Cover 
Sixty-eight percent of the land cover in the 
Kinkaid area is considered agricultural, 
lower than statewide total of 77%.' Crops 
are grown on the majority (68%) of the 
agricultural land and Washington County 
ranked third in the state for percentage 
planted in small grains. Even so, the number 
of farms declined 28% between 1978 and
 
1997, similar to the 30% decline statewide.
 
At the same time, farm acreage declined 8.7%, similar to the 7.7% drop statewide.
 
Agricultural 
Acres 
Percent 
of Area 
Jackson 191,149 49% 
Perry 205,964 72% 
Washington 305,583 85% 
Region 702,696 68% 
State 27,928,797 77% 
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Figure 1-33. Number ofFarms in the Kinkaid Area 
I Department of Natural Resources. Illinois Land Cover, An Atlas, June 1996. Agricultural land is defined 
as cropland (planted in row crops, small grains, orchards, and nurseries) and rural grasslands (fallow fields, 
pasture, and greenways) .and may include a small amount of non-farm grasslands. 
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Figure 1-34. Agricultural Land Cover
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Figure 1-35, Value of Farmland (1998 dollars) 
The largest decline in farm acreage occurred in Perry County, down 18%,2 The value of 
the region's agricultural land and buildings (per acre basis) fell between 1978 and 1997, 
although land values stabilized after 1987 and increased between 1992 and 1997, 
following the statewide trend, On average, the region's land value is less than statewide, 
Conservation Practices 
Soil erosion has long been a major issue in llIinois, but recent trends show an 
improvement in the number of agricultural acres meeting "T", tolerable soil loss levels? 
Survey data show that 74% of the region's farm acreage was meeting "T" in 1999 (up 
'from 64% in 1994), 18% was between 1-2 "T", and 4% was greater than 2 "T" (another 
4% was unknown),4 Statewide 86% of the surveyed acreage is at "T." Of the three 
counties, Perry has the highest percentage of surveyed acres - 85% - meeting "T." 
Table 1-19. Number of Conservation Reserve Contracts by Calendar Year' 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1991 1992 1995 1997 1998 
Jackson 47 121 37 32 13 22 15 160 49 
Perry 
Washington 
Region 
State 
22 
16 
85 
2,043 
48 
44 
213 
5,028 
21 
28 
86 
3,517 
40 
59 
131 
4,234 
15 
61 
89 
2,754 
24 
28 
74 
2,265 
23 
16 
54 
2,647 
126 
li2 
398 
9,341 
42 
65 
156 
8,139 
lContracts are reported during federal fiscal periods; no listing for calendar years 1993, 1994, 1996. 
'Information taken from Agricultural Statistics, Illinois Department of Agriculture, various years and 
Census ofAgriculture, U.S. Department of Census. years 1978, 1982, 1987. 1992, and 1997. 
J "1''' is typically between 3 and 5 tons per acre per year, estimated to be the amount of soil loss than can 
occur and be replaced by natural soil building processes. 1-2 "1''' ranges between 3 tons and 10 tons per 
acre per year, and 2 "1''' more that 10 tons per acre per year, 
4 Data is taken from the Illinois T by 2000 Transect Survey Summary, by the lllinois Department of 
Agriculture, The survey is done in cooperation with 98 Soil and Water Conservation Districts, and the 
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service. 
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Table 1·20. Number of Acres in Conservation Reserve Program by Calendar Year' 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1991 1992 1995 1997 1998 
Jackson 1,511 5,951 1,699 1,157 794 854 878 6,235 1,519 
Perry 984 1,853 836 2,160 943 773 787 4,524 1.033 
Washington 518 1,290 1,125 1.857 1,879 775 323 2,590 1,227 
Region 3,013 9,094 3,659 5,174 3,616 2,402 1,988 13,349 3,780 
State 91,015 239,729 133,910 168,812 107,832 80,852 62,037 308,692 137,325 
IContracts are reported during federal fiscal periods; no listing for calendar years 1993, 1994, 1996. 
Tillage practices playa large role in achieving tolerable soil loss levels. In 1999,58% of 
area acreage was farmed with conservation tillage methods, 23% with reduced till and 
18% with conventional methods. Statewide, 41 % of acreage was farmed with 
conservation methods, 22% with reduced tillage methods and 36% with conventional 
methods. (The percentage will not always total 100% since some of the survey acreage 
data were unavailable). In 1999, conservation tillage was used on 67% of the area's 
soybean acreage, 55% of small grain acreage, and 50% of com acreage. 
The Conservation Reserve ProgramS (CRP) authorized by the Food Security Act of 1985 
and amended in 1990, also plays an important role in soil conservation. The Act pays 
farmers to remove highly erodible and environmentally sensitive land from production 
and provides incentives and assistance for them to plant grass or tree cover on highly 
erodible land or to address other environmental concerns. A new provision of the Act 
encourages farmers to enroll and restore cropped wetland acreage.6 Tables 1-30 and 1-31 
present the number of contracts and acres in the conservation reserve program per year 
per county, regionally and statewide. A farm can have more than one contract and, while 
contracts vary, most land is set aside for an average of ten years. The region has almost 
3% of the state's total CRP contracts and 3% of the statewide acreage. 
Agricultural Cash Receipts and Production 
Total Cash Receipts 
Between 1980 and 1997, farm cash receipts? (the amount received from the sale of crops 
and Ii vestock) varied due to market prices, weather, and acres planted, but declined 
overall. In 1997, total area receipts represented 2% of lllinois farm receipts. Washington 
County had the highest receipts, $104 million. Of the region's total receipts, 69% were 
from crops and 31% were from livestock. 
5 Data provided from Lisa Manning of the Federal Farm Service Agency, Springfield IL. 
• U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farm Service Agency, The Conservation Reserve Program. May 1997. 
7 Dollars are adjusted to 1998. 
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Figure 1-36. Total Cash Receipts (1998 dollars) 
Crop Cash Receipts 
From 1993 through 1997 the region's crop receipts averaged $llO million, or about 2% 
of the state's $6.3 billion crop receipts.8 Crop receipts include the sale of com, soybeans, 
wheat and 'other' crops such as sweet com, other vegetables, melons, and other fruits. 
Statewide, com brings in more receipts than soybeans; however within the region, com 
contributes 19%, 'other' crops 27%, and soybeans 54%. 
Washington 
IIAlIOther 
OWheat 
Perry illISoybeans 
!aCorn 
Jackson 
0% 11)"/" 20% 30"/0 40% 50% 60% 
Figure 1-37. Crop Receipts by Type (1993-1997five-year average) 
8 Due to fluctuations in seasonal production, comparisons are based on a five~year average from 1993-1997. This 
average is often used instead of the last year of data (1997). 
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Figure 1-38. Corn Production 
Crop Production 
Production of both corn and soybeans fluctuated significantly between 1980 and 1998 due 
to factors such as weather and market price. Regional corn production ranged from 2.8 
million bushels during the dry year of 1983 to a high of 9.4 million bushels in 1994. 
Regionally, soybean production hit a low of 2.4 million bushels in 1983 and topped 4.4 
million bushels in 1997. Washington County produced the largest amount of both corn 
and soybeans in the area. 
Area farmers also planted wheat and 'other crops' such as vegetables, sweet corn, and 
melons. Washington County is the state's leading producer of wheat. 
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Figure 1-39, Soybean Production 
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Figure 1-40. Livestock Receipts by Type (1993-1997five-yearaverage) 
Livestock Cash Receipts 
The Kinkaid area contributes $56.8 million (2.5%) of the state's $2.19 billion in livestock 
receipts,9 which come from the sale of cattle, hogs, and 'other' livestock (such as dairy 
cattle, poultry, and sheep). Statewide, hogs provide 49% of livestock cash receipt.s, cattle 
30% and 'other' livestock 21 %. Regionally, cattle provide 27%, hogs 29%, and 'other' 
livestock 44%. Washington County has the highest livestock receipts of the three 
counties, averaging $38.4 million and contributing almost half the cattle, 63% of the 
region's hog receipts, and 83% of the 'other' receipts, primarily dairy. 
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Figure 1-41. Cattle Inventory 
9 Due to fluctuations in seasonal production, comparisons are based on a five-year average from 1993-1997. 
This average was calculated for both crop and livestock cash receipts and is often used instead of the last 
year of data (1997). 
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Figure 1-42. Hogs and Pigs 1nventory 
Livestock Production 
The region's livestock inventory accounts for 3.5% of cattle statewide and 1.5% of hogs. 
Between 1993 and 1998 the average inventory was 74 thousand head of cattle and 75 
thousand hogs. 10 Washington County leads in production of both. 
Conclusion 
Agriculture in the Kinkaid area primarily produces com, beans, hogs, and cattle. During 
the 1990s, the region averaged $110 million in annual crop cash receipts and $56.8 
million in livestock receipts. The value of area farms is less than the statewide average, 
and the number of farms fell by 28% between 1978 and 1997. Survey data show that 
74% of the region's farm acreage was meeting tolerable soil loss levels in 1999 and 58% 
of the acres were farmed with conservation methods. Highlights of the region's 
agriculture include: in 1997 produced 9.4 million bushels of com and 4.4 million bushels 
of soybeans; maintained an annual average (1993-98) inventory of 75 thousand hogs and 
74 thousand head of cattle. 
10 Livestock inventories are reported on Dec. 1 and Jan. 1, reflecting different calendar years. 
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Outdoor Recreation
 
Like many predominantly rural areas in llIinois, lakes, river corridors, and .the parks and 
natural areas that often accompany them drive outdoor recreation in the Kinkaid area. 
The prominence of coal mining, often cited as a source of environmental damage, has in 
some ways enhanced outdoor recreation in the area. Many small lakes were created by 
mining operations, and a major state recreation area is centered on reclaimed strip mining 
lands.! 
PUblicly-Owned Recreation Sites 
The Kinkaid area boasts three major state-owned sites: Pyramid State Park, Washington 
County Conservation Area, and Kinkaid Lake Fish and Wildlife Area. Each is managed 
largely for hunting and fishing, but offer a wide range of activities. The northeastern 
comer of the Shawnee National Forest also stretches into the southern edge of the 
Kinkaid area. 
Pyramid State Park 
Pyramid State Park is a 3,200-acre site in Perry County a few miles south of 
Pinckneyville. An additional 3,500 acres are leased to provide hunting opportunities. 
Named for a coal mine that once operated nearby, it is among a number of parks 
developed on reclaimed mining lands since the 1960s. Managed primarily for hunting 
and fishing, the site is less developed than many state parks. A guidebook to Il1inois" 
state parks notes that "This is not a fancy park. It doesn't have food concessions, lodge, 
rental boats or great natural beauty. But it is a great park for the sportsman in the 
family."z 
Fishing is available at numerous small lakes created by strip-mining operations; these 
lakes, some either isolated or connected depending on water levels, encompass about 350 
acres. Four small boat launches are available. Some of the lakes can be accessed only by 
foot, which keeps crowds down. Largemouth bass and bluegill are the predominant 
specIes. 
About 2,150 acres within the park offer hunting (by permit only). Hunting opportunities 
have been expanded with the 3500 acres leased to the east of the park. Popular game 
includes deer, dove, squirrel, and woodcock. 
1 Unless otherwise noted, information in this chapter is from IDNR promotional materials, internal 
documents, and discussions with IDNR personneL 
2 Bailey, page 240 
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Figure 1-43. Significant Natural Resource Areas in the Kinkaid Area
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Camping is available at several class C campgrounds (vehicle access but no electricity or 
showers) and primitive hike-in sites. In addition, there are equestrian and youth camping 
areas. Water and a trailer dump station are available near the office. 
Tables and charcoal grills are available at picnic areas that are plentiful, but small'due to 
the terrain. Visitors also have access to a 16-mile hiking and bridle trail system except 
when it is closed for hunting. 
Following a dip in attendance in the early 1990s, Pyramid Lake has received an average 
of nearly 182,000 visitors each year since 1993. Attendance has surpassed 200,000 twice, 
in 1996 and 1999. 
Washington County Conservation Area 
Washington County Conservation Area is a lAOO-acre site in southern Washington 
County, near the northern edge of the Kinkaid area. The site features 248-acre 
Washington County Lake and its 13-mile shoreline. Activities include hunting, fishing, 
boating, camping, hiking, and picnicking. 
More than 900 acres are designated for hunting. Shotgun and archery hunting are 
allowed, with an abundance of deer, squirrel, and upland game available. Pheasant are 
also brought in for a popular "put and take" program. 
Two launching ramps provide boat access to the lake, which has a 10 horsepower limit. 
Rentals are available. Game fish include largemouth bass, bluegill, sunfish, crappie, 
channel catfish, and carp. 
The site also offers a variety of camping alternatives, including Class A sites featuring 
electricity, showers, and vehicle access, Class C sites with vehicle access only, and a 
youth camping site. The Class A site is accessible to visitors with disabilities. 
Day use visitors can use any of the seven picnic areas scattered around the lake. They 
feature tables, outdoor stoves, drinking water, and playground equipment. Food can be 
purchased at the concession stand. 
Annual attendance at the site averaged more than 188,000 during the 1990s. The number 
of visitors has been stable in recent years, ranging no lower than 179,900 and no higher 
than 197,500 since 1994. 
Kinkaid Lake Fish and Wildlife Area 
Kinkaid Lake Fish and Wildlife Area lies near the sou.them edge of the Kinkaid Basin. 
The lake, constructed in 1968, encompasses 2,750 acres. The surrounding land is owned 
by IDNR (4,000 acres), the U.S. Forest Service (5,000 acres), and the Kinkaid-Reed's 
Creek Conservancy District (300 acres). The site offers a variety of natural features 
/
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ranging from sandstone bluffs to rolling hills, as well as a variety of activities, especially 
outdoor sports. 
The lake offers fishing for largemouth bass, bluegill, crappie, catfish, walleye, and 
muskie. Four ramps and a full-service marina provide boat access. There are no 
horsepower restrictions, but numerous no-wake areas exist. Hunting is also available. 
Game species include deer, turkey, squirrel, quail, rabbit, dove and waterfowl. 
Two recreation areas provide facilities for day-use visitors - picnic tables, shelters, 
charcoal grills, restrooms, and playground equipment. 
Official attendance estimates at Kinkaid Lake more than doubled from just fewer than 
200,000 to more than 460,000 visitors between 1997 and 1999. The primary source of 
this jump was not an increase in activity, however; two busy boat launches and a large 
day-use area have been recently transferred to IDNR jurisdiction. 
Natural Areas and Nature Preserves 
The Kinkaid area also contains a nature preserve and eight natural areas, ranging from 14 
to 240 acres. With an emphasis on nature preservation and conservation, these sites are 
undeveloped and lightly visited. 
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Figure 1-44. Attendance at Kinkaid Area Sites 
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Economic Impacts of State Sites 
State parks contribute to the local economy mostly through increased local tourism. 
IDNR used IMPLAN, an input-output model built on county level data,3 to estimate their 
economic impact. Based on combined attendance of nearly 860,000 visitors in 1999, the 
three major sites generate approximately $8.8 million in total economic output, $2.7 
million in personal income, and 160 jobs. 
Boating 
Residents of the three-county area registered nearly 6,200 boats in 1996, a 16.9% increase 
over 1988 levels, slightly trailing statewide growth of 20.1 %. Boat ownership rates are 
above average, with 61.7 registrations per 1,000 residents, compared to 47.6 statewide 
(excluding Cook County). 
Jackson County, the most populous of the three counties, had the most registrations, 
surpassing 3,500 by 1995. Perry County had the highest concentration of boats with 81.0 
per 1,000 residents, perhaps because residents have easy access to nearby Rend Lake. 
Washington County, meanwhile, experienced the greatest growth (43.8%) between 1988 
and 1996. 
Table 21. Boat Registrations, 1988 and 1996 
Jackson Co. 
Perry Co. 
Washington Co. 
Kinkaid Area 
1988 1996
 
3,006 3,545 
1,618 1,681 
669 962 
5,293 6,188 
Fishing and Hunting 
In 1996, about 13,100 fishing licenses were purchased in the area, a decline from 15,200 
in 1987. Even so, the area's share of statewide licenses increased slightly to 2.25%. 
Jackson County accounted for more than two-thirds of the licenses and nearly 11.9% of 
the licenses were sold to out-of-state residents, compared to 6.4% statewide. This fairly 
high rate can be attributed to the variety of local lakes - Washington County Lake, the 
Pyramid Lakes, Kinkaid Lake, Lake Murphysboro, and Crab Orchard (to the east of the 
area but within a few miles of Carbondale) - as well as easy access by anglers from 
Missouri and Kentucky. 
3 IMPLAN is designed to trace the ultimate impacts of a stimulus (such as increased and decreased tourism) 
as it flows through the economy. 
• 
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Figure 1-45. Fishing and Hunting License Sales, 1987-1996 
Area hunters purchased nearly 8,300licenses in 1996, a slight decline from 1987 but an 
increase over 1990 and 1993 levels. Jackson County accounted for the highest share with 
56% of the licenses. Despite the close proximity to Missouri and Kentucky, the area's 
share of out-of-state hunters (3.4%) trailed the state average (4.3%). Deer is the most 
popular game in the area, based on the estimated 86,700 hunting-days afield.4 Bow 
hunters account for about two-thirds of the days afield, but long gun hunters account for 
80% of the harvest. Other popular game include squirrel, rabbit, quail, and dove. 
Table 1-22. Hunting Activity 
Game Hunters Da s Afield Harvest 
Deer 86,736 6,159 
Archery 2,644 58;536 1,188 
Long Gun 7,173 28,200 6,159 
Squirrel 44,403 69,292 
Fox 4,195 21,398 30,241 
Gray 4,124 23,005 39,051 
Rabbit 4,528 25,602 36,765 
Quail 3,480 21,648 40,944 
Dove 2,395 11,714 46,207 
4 Hunting activitydata is from IDNR's Hunter ActiVity and Wildlife Harvest in Illinois: County Averages 
for 1989-1993. This report relied on mailed hunter surveys. The' authors caution that no adjustments were 
made to account for known biases inherent to this sampling technique. 
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Conclusion 
Three major area parks serve outdoor recreation in the Kinkaid area: Pyramid State Park, 
Washington County Conservation Area, and Kinkaid Lake Fish and Wildlife Area. 
Largely managed for hunting and fishing, these sites attracted 800,000 visitors in 1999, 
generating $8.8 million in economic output and 160 jobs. 
Between 1987 and 1999, hunting and fishing license purchases fell, but the area's share 
of statewide sales held steady. The area boasts a variety of notable fishing lakes, 
including some on reclaimed mining land. Deer is the most popular hunting game, as it is 
across most of llIinois. 
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Transportation Infrastructure
 
A region's transportation infrastructure - its roadways, airports, waterways, and railways 
- enables businesses and residents to move goods and people. Coupled with 
information regarding demographics and economics, trends in transportation 
infrastructure and its usage are strong indicators of the nature of a region's development 
and its suitability for various resource management strategies. 
Auto Traffic 
Located southeast of the St. Louis metro area, the Kinkaid area is traversed by 1-64, which 
allows east-west travel into the St. Louis region. Just east of the area is I-57, which runs 
north-south. Between 197~ and 1995, only 28 miles of road were added in the area, 
bringing the total to 2,969 miles, 2.14% of the state's total mileage. Of the three 
counties, Jackson County has the largest road network with 39% of the roads. 
Table 1-23. Miles of Road in the Kinkaid Area 
Jackson
 
Perry
 
. Washington 
Region 
1973 1985 1995
 
1,120 1,131 1,146 
799 766 780 
1,023 1,043 1,043 
2,942 2,940 2,969 
Vehicle Registration 
Area residents registered 40,401 passenger cars in 1995,2 with 73% of those registered in 
Jackson County. Registrations increased 19.5% over 1975 levels, much lower than the 
27.3% increase statewide. 
Motorcycle registrations within the region were similar to the statewide trend. Between 
1975 and 1985, registrations increased from 1,911 to 2,265 and by 1995 they had 
declined to 1,865. During this 20-year period, there were temporary hikes in the price of 
gasoline, which contributed to a peak in the number of motorcycle registrations. 
Mileage data from Illinois Department of Transportation, Office of Planning and Programming, Illinois 
Travel Statistics, various years. 
2 Vehicle registration data from the State of Illinois Office of the Secretary of State, County Statistical 
Report/or Motor' Vehicle License Units and Transactions Received, various years. 
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Registrations for trucks (excluding semis) and buses in the area increased from 11,336 to 
17,537 between 1975 and 1995, an annual growth rate of 2.1 %, similar to the statewide 
rate. In 1995, roughly 89% of the vehicles in this category were pick-ups, which have 
been reported separately since 1988. Two and a half cars are registered for every truck 
here, compared to fi ve and a half cars statewide. 
Roughly 7,769 semis and trailers were registered in the two counties in 1995, about 4,000 
more than the number registered in 1975.3 Of course, semis usually function as long­
distance haulers; locally-registered semis may spend little time at "home", while out-of­
town semis routinely drive through. How many miles semis drive locally is difficult to 
determine from available data. 
Vehicle-Miles Traveled 
In 1995, the area accounted for an estimated 943 million annual vehicle-miles traveled 
(VMT), 1% of the state total. Jackson County had 45% of the area's VMT (426 million). 
Since 1973 VMT in the area has grown at an average annual rate of 2.2%, compared to a 
statewide average of 2.0%.4 Although growth was not constant, oil shortages in 1973 and 
1978 did not impact VMT here as much as it did statewide - between 1973 and 1980, 
area VMT increased by 2.1 % annually compared to 1.0% statewide. Since 1980 (to 
1995) regional VMT grew 2.2% annually, compared to 2.5% statewide. 
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Figure 1-47. Vehicle-Miles Traveled 
3 This' figure does not include roughly 1,734 "regional" trucks - mostly semis - registered through 
IDOT's IRP program, where licensees pay prorated fees based on the percentage of miles driven in Illinois. 
4 VMT data from Illinois Travel Statistics. 
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Other Traffic 
Bus Lines 
Intercity bus service is provided by Greyhound Bus in Carbondale (Jackson County).5 
Air Traffic 
Two airports service the area: a commercial service airport in Carbondale, Jackson 
County, and a general aviation airport in Pinckneyville, Perry County.6 
Water 
lllinois has 1,119 miles of commercial navigable waterways and while the Kaskaskia 
River is one of the major waterways, the portion that borders Washington County is not 
part of the navigable system.? 
Rail 
Amtrak passenger rail service is available at DuQuoin, Perry County, and Carbondale, 
Jackson County; an Amtrak thruway bus connection is available in Nashville, 
Washington County.s Five high-density freight lines (transporting over five million tons 
of freight per mile) and two light density service lines also run through the area. 
Conclusion 
One east-west interstate traverses the region, allowing travel into 81. Louis and it connects 
to a north-south interstate that lies just east of the area. Between 1973 and 1995, only 28 
miles of road were added, a 2% increase, while the number of vehicle-miles traveled 
increased by 72%. The area has access to two airports, Greyhound bus service and 
Amtrak passenger rail service. 
5 Internet website, http://www.greyhound.com.
 
6 See Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, Illinois Airport Directory, 1996.
 
7 River terminal data from IDOT's Illinois Directory ofLake and River Tenninals 1994.
 
8 Rail density data from !DOT'5 Illinois Rail Plan: 1991-92 Update.
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Property Taxes
 
Property taxes are the major source of tax revenue for local govermnent in Illinois, 
providing more than 75% of total revenue. I These taxes finance the majority of local 
government services, including school districts, county, township, and municipal 
governments, and special districts such as fire, park, sanitation, library, and airport. 
Property taxes depend primarily on the tax rates and the equalized assessed valuation2 (i.e., 
tax base) of property in the county. The tax rate is dependent on the amount of revenue 
sought by the local governments (tax levy), the assessed value of the property (tax base), 
and the legal maximum tax rate. The tax base is based primarily on the assessed values, 
which are usually reassessed every four years, and the amount of residential, commercial, 
and industrial expansion. 
Tax Revenue 
Property tax revenue in Illinois has increased significantly in the last seventeen years, after 
a steady decline during the 1970s and early 1980s. It rose from a little more than $10.5 
billion in 1971 to almost $14 billion in 1997. 
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Figure J-48. Property Tax Revenue (using 1998 dollars) 
I All property tax data is from Illinois Department of Revenue, Jl/inois Property Tax Statistics, various years. 
2 Equalized assessed valuations are determined by several factors including: 
• property is assessed at 33.3% of fair market value (except where property is classified); 
• equalization process is to correct for counties which Qver- or under assess property; 
• the amount of funnland in a county, which is assessed on productivity instead of market value. 
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Figure 1-49. Major Property Tax Districts
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Figure I-50. Property Tax Base (using 1998 dollars) 
In the Kinkaid area, property taxes have fluctuated between $44-$50 million annually; 
however, revenue in 1997 was at the same level as 1971. More than 60% of the area's 
property taxes are from Jackson County. 
Property Tax Base 
Although the state's property tax base declined.6% between 1969 and 1997, since 1985 (its 
low point) it has rebounded 41 %. In the Kinkaid area the tax base declined 41 %, although 
it too hits rebounded, 17% since 1990, because of increases in Jackson County. The largest 
decline was in Washington County, where the tax base fell 53%. 
Figures 1-51 and 1-52 show the make-up ofthe tax base in 1981 and 1997 by the different 
classes ofproperty. In 1997, residential property provided the largest chunk of the state's 
tax base (56%), followed by commercial (26%), industrial (12%), and farm property 
(4.5%). This was not much of a change from 1981, except that farm property dropped 
from 12.4% to 4.5% of the tax base. Because of this decline, residential and commercial 
properties accounted for a higher proportion of the tax base in 1997 than in 1981. 
Agriculture is more important to the tax base in the Kinkaid area, particularly in Perry and 
Washington Counties where it makes up 26% and 34% of the tax base, respectively. 
Jackson County obtains 8% of its tax base from farm property and 30.5% from commercial 
property. 
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Figure 1-51. 1981 Property Tax Base by Class ofProperty 
However, since 1981 more of the tax base has come from residential and commercial 
property. The proportion of the farm tax base fell from 32% to 26% in Perry County and 
from SI% to 34% in Washington County. The residential property tax base increased from 
44% to 49% in Perry and from 26% to 41 % in Washington County. 
The percentage of the area tax base from industrial property has always been significantly 
below the state average. 
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Figure 1-52. 1997 Property Tax Base by Class ofProperty 
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Figure 1-53. Average Property Tax Rate 
(per $100 oftax base) 
Tax Rates 
Over the past couple of decades the average property tax rate has risen in the state and in 
the area. The tax rate is typically expressed in dollars collected per $100 dollars of tax 
base. Since 1966, the statewide average property tax rate has risen from $4.60 to $8.08 per 
$100 of tax base - almost an 80% increase. The tax rate has increased 78% in Jackson 
County, 79% in Perry County, and 120% in Washington County. The tax rate in 
Washington County about the same as it is statewide, while it is higher in Jackson County 
and lower in Perry County. 
Tax rate increases are directly related to a greater need for revenue and/or a significant 
decline in the tax base. For example, between 1969 and 1997 the tax base in the area 
declined 41% while tax rates increased between 78%-120%. Revenues remained fairly 
steady. 
Property Tax Distribution 
In Illinois, property taxes are used to finance a variety of local government services, with 
the majority going to school districts (Figure I-54). The remainder goes to municipal 
(15%), county (10%), and township governments (3%), and to other services (11%) such 
as fire, sanitary, park, library, and airport services. 
The largest share of area property tax revenue also goes to schools, between 60%-66%. 
More of the area revenue goes to county and township governments than do statewide 
revenues, but less goes to city governments and special taxing districts. 
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Figure 1-54. 1997 Property Tax Distribution3 
Conclusion 
Between 1971 and 1997, property tax revenue increased 30% statewide but remained 
steady in the Kinkaid area. The area's tax base declined 41 % between 1969 and 1997, 
while tax rates increased 78%-120%. 
Residential property provides most of the tax base statewide and in the Kinkaid area, 
although agricultural property also provides a relatively large percentage in Perry and 
Washington Counties. For both the area and the state, the majority of property tax revenue 
goes to school districts. 
3 The property tax distributions are based on total property taxes extended, which is the dollar amount of 
taxes billed to property taxes extended. This is different from the amount collected due to charges against 
collections such as protest, delinquencies, certificates of error and other changes. The amount collected is 
typically more than 97% of the amount of taxes extended. 
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Air Quality
 
Air Pollutant Concentrations 
The Kinkaid Assessment Area lies mostly within the U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's (USEPA's) Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 74, the Southeast Illinois 
Intrastate, with a small portion extending into AQCR 70, the Metropolitan St. Louis 
Interstate. Only the Carbondale sampling site is located within the basin, but three 
additional nearby sites provide some additional information that should be somewhat 
representative of the Kinkaid area. Measurements at these stations for 1994-1998 are 
summarized in Tables 2-2 - 2-4. Information on air pollutant emissions and precipitation 
chemistry is presented in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. 
Table 2-1 lists the four air quality measurement locations summarized in this report, 
along with their Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates, and the criteria 
pollutants measured at each (Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, IEPA, 1999). 
Criteria pollutants are those for which federal air quality standards have been set. 
Published annual reports from the IEPA (1995-1999) contain data for ozone (03) (Table 
2-2), particulate matter with aerodynamic particle diameters smaller than 10 micrometers 
(PMIO) (Table 2-3), and sulfur dioxide (S02)(Table 2-4) from the four relevant sampling 
sites. 
Table 2-1. Air Quality Site Directory for the Kinkaid Assessment Area. 
(Selected sampling sites from U.S. EPA Air Quality Control Regions 70 and 74.) 
UTMCity name 
(AIRS code) Address Coordinates (km) Criteria Pollutants 
Jackson County 
Carbondale Maintenance Bldg. N. 4177.177 PMw 
(0770004) 607 E. College E. 305.348 
Randolph County 
Houston Baldwin Site #2 N. 4228.843 0 3, S02 
(1570001) County Rds 25.0 N & 23.5 E. E. 255.741 
Randolph County Site B Peabody Prep. Plant N. 4233.555 PM lO 
(1570003) County Rds 00.0 N & 25.0 E. E. 255.264 
St. Clair County 
Marissa Baldwin Site # 1 N. 4235.505 SO, 
(1631011) Risdon School Road E. 251.259 
Air quality standards are written to protect human health (primary standards) and welfare 
(secondary standards). Because health and ecological effects vary according to the 
nature ofthe pollutant, standards also vary in terms ofaveraging times and the metric 
(maximum or mean) of the measurement. For example, the ozone standard has been 
written (up until July, 1997) in terms of the maximum daily I-hour average concentration 
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(the current standard is based on an 8-hour average concentration), while the particulate 
matter standard is written in terms of the maximum 24-hour average and the annual mean 
concentrations. 
Table 2-2 lists ozone concentrations for Houston, Randolph County, Illinois. Note that 
ozone was measured only between April and October (the ozone season) of each year. 
The values listed are the highest I-hour and 8-hour mean concentrations each year. The 
I-hour maximum values are in the range of0.091 to 0.115 parts per million (ppm), and 
the 8-hour mean concentrations for 1997 and 1998 were 0.075 and 0.085 ppm, the latter 
concentration an exceedance of the current 8-hour standard of0.08 ppm. There were no 
exceedances of the I-hour ozone standard at this site from 1994-1998. 
Table 2-2. Daily Maximum Ozone Concentrations, April through October 
(in parts per million, ppm) 
Station Address 
Highest value 
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Randolph County 
Houston Baldwin Site #2 
County Rds 25.0 N & 23.5 E. 
I-hr mean 
8-hr mean 
0.103 0.115 0.097 0.091 0.106 
0.075 0.085 
Note: The bold values indicate an observed exceedance of the federal 8-hour primary standard of 
0.08 parts per million (ppm). Reporting of maximum 8-hour mean values began in 1997. 
There were no observed exceedances of the I-hour primary standard of 0.12 ppm. 
Table 2-3 lists PMlO concentrations for 1994-1998 for the Carbondale sampling station 
and another station in Randolph County, just west of the Kinkaid area. The highest 
annual maximum 24-hour mean concentration observed was 226 micrograms per cubic 
meter (ttg/m3) at the Randolph County site in 1996, and the lowest was 47 ttg/m3 at 
Carbondale in 1998. The highest annual mean PMlOconcentration was 38 ttg/m3 at the 
Randolph County site in 1994 and the lowest was 19 ttg/m3 at Carbondale in 1996. PMlO 
concentrations exceeded the 24-hour standard at the Randolph County site each year from 
1994-1996. The annual mean standard was not exceeded at either of these locations. 
Table 2-3. Concentrations ofParticulate Matter less than 10 ~m diameter 
(in micrograms per cubic meter, l'glm') 
Station Address 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Jackson County 
Carbondale Maintenance Bldg. 
607 E. College 
Max 24-hr mean 
Annual mean 
76 
20 
60 
24 
49 
19 
49 
22 
47 
23 
Randolph County 
Randolph County Site B Peabody Prep. Plant 
County Rds 00.0 N & 25.0 E. 
Max 24-hr mean 
Annual mean 
208 
38 
172 
33 
226 
28 
113 
31 
Note There were no observed exceedances of the annual mean primary standard of 50 ug/m3at any sampling 
site. However, the Randolph County site violated the 24-hour standard of 150 uglm3 each year during 
1994-1996. The Randolph county site did not report results for 1998. 
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Table 2-4 shows S02 observations for two sampling stations in Randolph and St. Clair 
Counties, including maximum observed 3-hour and 24-hour concentrations, as well as 
annual mean concentrations. Both ofthese sampling sites are downwind of the coal-fired 
Baldwin power plant in Randolph County. The maximum 3-hour mean concentrations 
ranged from 0.144 ppm at Marissa (Baldwin Site # 1) in 1996 to 0.656 ppm at Marissa 
(Baldwin Site # 1) site in 1998. Maximum 24-hour mean concentrations ranged from 
0.027 ppm at the Marissa site in 1996 to 0.128 ppm, also at the Marissa site, in 1994. 
Annual mean concentrations were relatively steady, ranging only from 0.004 ppm in 
1996 to 0.007 ppm in 1994, both at Marissa. The Marissa site recorded the only 
exceedance ofa standard-the 3-hour mean of 0.656 ppm observed in 1998. The 
standards for 24-hour mean and annual mean S02 were not exceeded. 
Table 2-4. Sulfur Dioxide Concentrations 
(in parts per million, ppm) 
Station Address 
Randolph County 
Houston Baldwin Site #2 
County Rds 25.0 N & 23.5 E. 
St. Clair County 
Marissa Baldwin Site # I 
Risdon School Road 
3-hr mean 
24-hr mean 
Annual mean 
3-hr mean 
24-hr mean 
Annual mean 
Hi hest value/Annual mean
 
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
 
0.287 0.294 0.302 0.446 0.324 
0.104 0.050 0.074 0.076 0.052 
0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 
0.440 0.437 0.144 0.197 0.656 
0.128 0.071 0.027 0.039 0.102 
0.007 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.005 
Note:	 There were no observed exceedances ofthe annual mean primary standard of 0.03 ppm or 
the 24-hr primary standard of 0.14 ppm. However, a violation of the 3-hour secondary 
standard of 0.5 ppm occurred at the Marissa site in 1998 (bold value). 
There were no measurements of carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, or lead in or near the 
Kinkaid area from 1994-1998. 
Air Pollutant Emissions Inventory 
Table 2-5 presents estimated calendar year 1998 emissions of five criteria pollutants for 
four counties. The Kinkaid area represents a significant fraction of the total land area in 
three of these counties. The fourth county is Randolph, just to the west (i.e., often 
upwind) of the Kinkaid assessment area, and the location of the Baldwin power plant, a 
potentially significant source of air pollutants. These emissions are for the entire counties, 
not just the portion within the Kinkaid assessment area. Further, they are for stationary 
point sources only, and do not include emissions from mobile or area sources. The table 
also shows the percentage of each pollutant's four-county total attributable to each county 
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in 1998. Randolph County accounted for more than three quarters of the four-county 
emissions of particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide, 
and nearly half of the volatile organic material. 
Table 2-5. Estimated Stationary Point Source Emissions in the Vicinity of the
 
Kinkaid Assessment Area, by County
 
(Source: Illinois EPA, 1999)
 
Particulate Sulfur Nitrogen 
Countv 
Matter Dioxide Oxides 
T/vr Pet 
648 14 
T/vr Pct 
15,341 6 
T/vr Pet 
3,030 5Jackson 
Perry 56 1 10 0 16 0 
Randolph 3,616 79 233,845 94 63,398 95 
Washinlrton 237 5 0 0 24 0 
Total 4,557 100 249,196 100 66,468 100 
Volatile
 
Organic
 Carbon
 
Material
 Monoxide 
T/vr Pet T/yr Pct 
1,303 41 467 18 
135 4 3 0 
1,451 46 2,161 82 
281 9 15 1 
3,170 100 2,646 100 
Visibility 
Visibility can serve as an index of the concentration ofairbome fine particles, especially 
ammonium sulfate, although atmospheric humidity also affects the visibility to some 
extent. The poorer the visibility, the higher the concentration of fine particles. A report 
of the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP, 1990) reviewed spatial 
and temporal variations in visibility in the United States. A map of spatial variations of 
visibility during the mid-1970s shows that central and southern Illinois had some of the 
poorest median midday airport visibility in the contiguous United States--about 10-11 
miles. This contrasts with values of 20-45 miles in the Great Plains and values greater 
than 50 miles over most of the mountainous western United States. 
The NAPAP (1990) report also documents seasonal and long-term temporal trends. In 
1950, visibility in central and southern Illinois was worse in the first calendar quarter 
(roughly during winter) than during the rest of the year. By 1980, however, the situation 
had changed significantly: winter visibility stayed roughly constant, but spring, fall, and 
especially summer visibility had decreased substantially in central Illinois and most of the 
eastern United States. These trends coincide with increased use of electric power for 
summer air conditioning and the trend at that time toward construetion of tall stacks for 
dispersion of power plant plumes. 
In addition, the NAPAP (1990) report documented the high correlation between sulfur 
emissions and haziness in the northeastern United States, and the trend toward decreasing 
sulfur emissions in the region since the 1970s. In view of the further reductions in sulfur 
emissions mandated by the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments, airborne fine sulfate 
concentrations should continue to trend downward, and this should translate into 
increased visibility in Illinois in the future 
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Atmospheric Wet Deposition 
Deposition of materials in precipitation (i.e., wet deposition) has been measured routinely 
by the National Atmospheric Deposition ProgramlNationai Trends Network 
(NADPINTN) at nearly 200 locations across the country. No NADPINTN sampling sites 
are in or near the Kinkaid Area; however, two sites are within about 150 km. One of 
these locations (NADPINTN site IL63) is at Dixon Springs, lllinois, about 78 km to the 
southeast of the Kinkaid Area. The other (University Forest-MOOS) is in Butler 
County, Missouri, about 150 km to the south. Measured major ion depositions and 
weighted mean concentrations at these sites for 1997 and 1998 are given in Table 2-6. 
The table also shows the precipitation amounts for both years. The Dixon Springs site 
recorded the most precipitation in both years, but in each year only slightly more than the 
University Forest site (Missouri). Precipitation was also slightly higher in 1998 than in 
1997 at both sites. At both sites, more ions had higher concentrations in 1998 than in 
1997. Comparing sites, five of the nine ions had higher two-year weighted mean 
concentrations at the Missouri site, and four at the Illinois site, but differences were 
mostly quite small. 
Seven of the nine ions had higher two-year total deposition fluxes at Dixon Springs; the 
two ex~eptions were Mg and K, which were higher at the University Forest site. Most 
differen~es in deposition between the two sites were small, but in any case, they represent 
the kind'of spatial variations that one should assume when using these data to estimate 
deposition,in the Kinkaid Assessment Area. 
" \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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Table 2-6. Concentrations and Deposition of Major Ions in the Vicinity of the 
Year 
1997 
1998 
2-year 
Kinkaid Assessment Area. 
Data source: National Atmospheric Deposition Program (1999) 
Ca	 Mg K Na NIL, NO, CI SO. H (lab) 
Dixon Springs (site IL63) Concentrations (mgIL) 
0.14 0.020 
0.18 0.025 
Precip-wt'd 
Mean 0.16 0.023 
1997 
1998 
2-year 
Mean 
Deposition 
1.79 
2.48 
2.14 
0.248 
0.345 
0.297 
0.021 0.087 0.30 1.30 0.14 
0.Q28 0.093 0.33 1.28 0.16 
0.025 0.090 0.32 1.29 0.15 
Dixon Springs Del,ositions (kW1la) 
0.268 1.098 3.84 16.42 1.81 
0.398 1.313 4.62 18.03 2.30 
0.333 1.206 4.23 17.23 2.06 
1.86 
1.86 
0.0331 
0.0295 
1.86 0.0312 
23.53 
26.19 
0.42 
0.42 
24.86 0.42 
University Forest (site MOOS) Concentrations (mgIL) 
1997 
1998 
2-year 
precip-wt'd 
mean 
0.12 
0.19 
0.16 
0.022 
0.026 
0.024 
0.037 
0.034 
0.035 
0.Q75 
0.107 
0.092 
0.28 
0.32 
0.30 
1.22 
1.30 
1.26 
0.13 
0.18 
0.16 
1.44 
1.62 
1.53 
0.0257 
0.0257 
0.0257 
University Forest Dellositions (kg/ha) 
1997 
1998 
2-year 
mean 
deposition 
1.49 
2.56 
2.03 
0.271 
0.356 
0.314 
0.465 
0.454 
0.460 
0.946 
1.447 
1.197 
3.48 
4.36 
3.92 
15.33 
17.59 
16.46 
1.57 
2.41 
1.99 
18.05 
21.84 
19.95 
0.32 
0.35 
0.34 
Precip. 
IpH (lab) (em) 
4.48 126.3 
4.53 140.6 
4.51 133.5 
--- 126.3 
---
140.6 
---
133.5 
4.59 125.3 
4.59 135.2 
4.59	 130.3 
---
125.3 
--- 135.2 
--- 130.3 
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II
Surface Water Quality 
The Illinois Pollution Control Board (!PCB) has set the water quality standards to protect 
the designated uses of the water resources in Illinois. The Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency (IEPA) has developed scientifically-based water quality standards and 
proposed them to the IPCB for adoption into state rules and regulations (IEPA, 1990). 
Surface waters in Illinois are classified for a variety of designated uses which include: 
•	 General Use - Provides for the protection of indigenous aquatic life, primary (e.g., 
swimming) and secondary (e.g., boating) contact recreation, agricultural and 
industrial uses. Water quality standards designed to protect these general uses cover 
the majority ofIllinois streams and lakes. 
•	 Public and Food Processing Water Supplies - Provides for the protection of 
potable water supplies and water used for food processing purposes. These waters 
have a somewhat strict set ofwater quality standards that apply at any point from 
which water is withdrawn for these uses. 
•	 Lake Michigan - Provides for protection of Illinois' portion of Lake Michigan with 
even more stringent water quality standards. 
•	 Secondary Contact and Indigenous Aquatic Life Use - This is the least stringent 
designated use and applies only to a certain set of canals and streams in the Chicago 
area where physical and other limitations not directly related to water quality restrict 
available uses. 
Water quality can be examined and reported using several different methods. For 
example, it can be described according to the IEPA's overall use attainment or overall and 
individual use support, as discussed in the Illinois Water Quality Report, 1998 Update 
(IEPA, 1998a). Other approaches to assessing water quality include examining trends in 
water quality and the IEPA's Targeted Watershed Approach (TWA) program. 
This chapter describes the surface water quality of rivers and streams, lakes, and 
watersheds in the Kinkaid Assessment Area. Figure 2-1 shows rivers and streams in the 
assessment area. 
Designated Use Support 
For the surface water uses assessed in this report, the General Use standards for total 
phosphorus (TP) of0.05 mgIL has been used. The TP standard has been established for 
the protection of aquatic life, primary-contact (e.g., swimming) and secondary-contact 
(e.g., boating) recreation, agriculture, and industrial uses. In addition, lake-use support is 
based in part on the amount of sediment, macrophytes, and algae in the lake and how 
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Figure 2-1. Major Streams and Subwatershed Boundaries 
in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
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these might impair designated lake uses. Following is a summary of the various 
classifications ofuse impairment (IEPA, I998a): 
•	 Full Support - The water quality meets the needs of all designated uses protected by 
applicable water quality standards. 
•	 Full Threatened - The water quality is presently adequate to maintain designated 
uses, but if a declining trend continues, only partial support may be attained in the 
future. 
•	 Partial Support/Minor Impairment (Partial Minor) - The water quality has been 
impaired, but only to a minor degree. There may be minor exceedances in applicable 
water quality standards or criteria for assessing the designated use attainment. 
•	 Partial Support/Moderate Impairment (Partial Moderate) - Water quality 
conditions are impaired to a greater degree, inhibiting the waterbody from meeting all 
the needs for that designated use. 
•	 Non-Support - The water quality is severely impaired and not capable of supporting 
the designated use to any degree. 
Use support and level of attainment were determined for aquatic life, recreation, 
swimming, and overall surface water use, using methodologies described in the IEPA's 
Illinois Water Quality Report, 1994-1995 (IEPA, 1996). 
The assessment of swimming use for primary-contact recreation was based on available 
data using two criteria: 1) Secchi disc transparency depth data and 2) Carlson's TSI 
(Carlson, 1977). Finally, in addition to assessing individual aquatic life, recreation, and 
swimming uses, the overall use support of the lake or stream was also assessed. 
Rivers and Streams 
Waterbody specific information for rivers and streams in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
through 1996 is presented in the 1998 update report by the IEPA (1998a).Waterbody 
specific information includes subwatershed boundaries (see figure 2-2), year assessed, 
assessment level (monitored or evaluated), designated uses (overall use, fish 
consumption, aquatic life, swimming, secondary contact, and public water supply), and 
causes and sources of impairment. 
Use Support 
The Kinkaid Assessment Area has a total of 1,148.11 river miles. Of these 1,148.11 river 
miles, 381.93 miles (33.27%) have been assessed by the IEPA up to the 1996 cycle. 
Table 2-7 shows the overall use support and swimming use for the rivers and streams 
assessed. Overall stream use was classified as full support for 16.1% of the streams, and 
the partial/minor use supports for 83.9% of the river miles assessed. The IEPA (I998b) 
rated river and stream water quality in this watershed as good and fair conditions. 
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Figure 2-2. Lakes and Subwatersheds in the Kinkaid Assessment Area. 
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Table 2-7. Designated Use Support for Rivers and Streams 
in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
Usesunnort 
Overall uses· Public water supplv Swimminl1: 
River 
miles 
Percent 
ofassessed 
miles 
River 
miles 
13.45 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
368.48 
381.93 
Percent 
of assessed 
miles 
3.5 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
96.5 
100.0 
River 
Miles 
NA 
NA 
3.78 
26.56 
NA 
351.59 
381.93 
Percent 
of assessed 
miles 
NA 
NA 
1.0 
7.0 
NA 
92.0 
100.0 
Full 
Full/threatened 
Partial/minor 
Partial/moderate 
Nonsupport 
Not evaluated 
61.58 
NA 
320.35 
NA 
NA 
NA 
381.93 
16.1 
NA 
83.9 
NA 
NA 
NA 
100.0Total 
Note: •Aquatic life use support is exactly tbe same as overall use support. 
NA indicates not applicable or available. 
Fish consumption, aquatic life, swimming, secondary contact, and public water supply 
use support for rivers and streams in the watershed were also assessed. Public water 
supply and swimming use support levels are shown in Table 2-7. All river segments 
assessed were designated for fish consumption. Aquatic life use support for the rivers 
and streams was found to be exactly as that for overall use support (Table 2-7). In 
reviewing the individual use assessments, aquatic life use was considered the best 
indicator ofoverall stream conditions (IEPA, 1998a). 
Causes and Sources of Less than FulI Support 
Table 2-8 shows the causes ofuse impairment for rivers and streams not fully supporting 
the designated uses. Not-fully-supporting causes include nutrients, siltation, suspended 
solids, and other organics. 
Table 2-9 shows the sources ofuse impairment for rivers and streams in the Kinkaid 
Assessment Area not fully supporting the designated uses. The sources are mainly from 
agriculture, nonirrigated crop production, resource extraction/exploration/development, 
surface mining, and acid mine drainage. 
Additional water quality summary information for the river basin is available in a series 
of33 fact sheets that can be obtained in the IEPA report (1996) and on the IEPA's 
homepage at www.epa.state.il.us/water/water-quality. 
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Table 2-8. Causes of Use Impairment for Rivers and Streams 
in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
1m act, miles 
Moderate MinorHi IiCause cate 0 
Ammonia 
Other organics 
Nutrients 
pH 
Siltation 
Organic enrichment/dissolved oxygen 
Salinity/total dissolved solids/chlorides 
Flow alternation 
Other habitat alternation 
Suspended solids 
NA 
NA 
10.42 
NA 
12.37 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
62.89 
NA 
5.76 
122.96 
NA 
NA 
17.29 
8.66 
67.63 
19.34 
32.11 
231.57 
34.70 
185.02 
8.77 
28.49 
NA 
NA 
218.48 
Note: NA indicates not applicable or available. 
Table 2-9. Sources of Use Impairment for Rivers and Streams 
in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
Source cate 0 
1m act, miles 
Hi Ii Moderate Minor Threatened 
Municipal point sources 
Agriculture 
Nonirrigated crop production 
Land development 
Resource extraction/exploration 
Surface mining 
Mine tailing 
Acid mine drainage 
Hydrauliclhabitat modification 
Channelization 
Flow regulation/modification 
10.42 
NA 
NA 
NA 
20.61 
20.61 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
4.63 
NA 
154.32 
133.77 
19.05 
92.89 
94.39 
NA 
54.51 
54.51 
40.63 
8.66 
5.52 
115.66 
89.17 
116.17 
41.39 
45.76 
40.46 
29.56 
NA 
114.61 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Note: NA indicates not applicable or available. 
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Trends in River and Stream Water Quality 
Another way to examine water quality is through trends of physical, chemical, and 
biological characteristics from long-term data evaluation. The IEPA analyzed rivers and 
streams using the Seasonal Kendall trend analysis on selected ambient stream assessment 
stations throughout the state. 
During a 14-year time span, lllinois EPA data collections were made at station NC07 
Beaucoup Creek near Vergennes (drainage area of 478 square miles). For the station 
NC07, the majority of water quality parameters such as specific conductance, pH, total 
suspended solids, total ammonia nitrogen, nitrite/nitrate nitrogen, and total phosphorus 
showed no trend indicating stable conditions; and dissolved oxygen showed decreasing 
trend (IEPA, 1996). 
Lakes and Reservoirs 
There are 178 lakes covering a total area of 6149.2 acres in the Kinkaid Assessment 
Area. Rivers, streams, and inland lakes are vital resources of a basin needed for 
economic and social well-being. Most public-owned lakes with 20 acres or more in 
surface ;rrea have been assessed by the IEPA's Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program. Of 
the 178 lakes in the assessment area, seven lakes with a total surface area of 4,016.7 (65.3 
percent) acr6.(see figure 2-2) were assessed for the Illinois Water Quality Report, 1998. 
Update (IEPA,''l998a). Two (Boulder and Washington County) lakes were assessed q.s',.: 
::o~:~",<\~""di.,. Tho, ,M" of 10 ..,~ bodia, wore ,,,,,,,d.. 
Table 2-10 shows the overall use support fot the 7 lakes studied in the assessment area. 
The IEPA (1996) used the aquatic life impairment index (ALI) and the recreation use 
impainnent indeX~UI) to arrive at these conclusions. 
Overall use support pnged from full to partial/moderate-support. No lake is non-support. 
Three lakes (Beaver, Boulder, and Crystal) are classified as overall full support. 
The degree of use s~port was detennined by individually assessing the fish 
consumption, aquatic life, swimming, and recreation uses (table 2-9). In the asseSSiTlent 
area, two lakes (Pinckn~yville, and Washington County) are designated as the sources of 
public drinking water supply. 
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Table 2-10. Use Support, Trophic State, and Trend for Lakes
 
Studied in the Kinkaid Assessment Area
 
Usesu rt 
Fish Aqua- Trophic 
consump­ tic Swim- Recre­ state Trophic" 
Lake name - acres Overall tion life min ation Index state Trend" 
Big Beaver Lake - 12.0 F NA F F F 39 0 NA 
Boulder Lake, north - 17.0 F NA F F F 43 M NA 
Boulder Lake, south- 22.5 F NA F F F 46 M F 
Crystal Lake - 6.0 F NA F F F 34 0 
Kinkaid Lake, south - 2750 R 0 F R R 51 E F 
Kinkaid Lake, middle - 450 R 0 F R R 53 E F 
Kinkaid Lake, north - 275 0 0 R 0 N 70 E F 
Pinckneyville - 165 R F R 0 0 66 E 
Washington County Lake - 295 R NA F 0 0 65 E 
Wesscln Cut ­ 24.2 R NA F R R 59 E NA 
Note: F - full support, T - full/threatened support, R - partial/minor support, 0 - partial/moderate support, 
N - nonsupport,
 
NA - not assessed or applicable.
 
" Lake trophic status: 0 - oligotrophic, M - mesotrophic, E - eutrophic, H - hypereutrophic.
 
"" Water quality trend: (+) - improving, (-) declining, (=) - stable, (F) - fluctuating. 
Causes and Sources of Less than Full Support 
Table 2-11 shows the causes of use impairment for the six assessed water bodies in the 
Kinkaid Assessment Area "not fully supporting uses." The main causes are nutrients, 
siltation, organic enrichment/low dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, and metals. In 
addition, the table shows the magnitude of impairment for each cause: threatened (T), 
high (II), moderate (M), slight (S), and not assessed or applicable (NA). 
Table 2-12 shows the sources of use impairment for the six assessed water bodies in the 
Kinkaid Assessment Area "not fully supporting uses." In addition, the table shows the 
magnitude of impairment for each source: threatened (T), high (H), moderate (M), slight 
(S), and not assessed or applicable (NA). The major sources oflake impairments were 
due to agriculture, nonirrigated crop production, hydromodifications, lake shore 
erosion/stream bank modification, contaminated sediments, and forest/grassland! 
parkland. 
Trophic Status 
The trophic state index (TSI) and trophic state condition ofthe assessed lakes are also 
listed in theI/linois Water Quality Report, 1998 Update (!EPA, 1998a). The TSI values 
for lakes assessed ranged from 34 for Crystal Lake to 70 for Kinkaid Lake-north (Table 
2-10). Trophic state conditions for all 10 water bodies are classified as either 
oligotrophic (0), mesotrophic (M), or eutrophic (E). 
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Table 2-11. Causes of Use Impairment for Lakes in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
(Source: Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, 1998a) 
Nutri- Silta- Org. Anun- Nox. 
Lake name - acres Metals ents tion enr. OOla SS 1. 
Kinkaid Lake, south - 2750 H S NA M NA NA NA 
Kinkaid Lake, middle - 450 H M S M NA M NA 
Kinkaid Lake, north - 275 H M M NA NA H S 
Pinckneyville - 165 NA H H H NA M S 
Washington County Lake - 295 NA M M H NA M NA 
Wesseln Cut ­ 24.2 NA S NA NA S NA NA 
Note: Org. enr. - organic enriclunentJIow dissolved oxygen, SS - suspended solids, Nox. pI. - noxious 
aquatic plants, 
NA - indicates not applicable or available. 
Trends in Lake Water Quality 
Table 2-10 shows that the trend in lake water quality for four water bodies are 
fluctuating; two water bodies are declining; one is stable; and three are not evaluated. 
Targeted Watershed Approach 
Water quality conditions can also be examined from a watershed perspective. The 
!EPA's watershed monitoring program is known as the Targeted Watershed Approach. 
Following is an excerpt from GIS Technology Support for the Targeted Watershed 
Approach by Sinclair et al. (1996). 
"The Targeted Watershed Approach (TWA) was developed to established a framework 
for prioritizing Bureau ofWater program activities with targeted watersheds ... " 
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Table 2-12. Sources of Use Impairment for Lakes in the Kinkaid Assessment Area 
(Source: Illinois EPA, 1998a) 
Agri· Non- P.... Urb. Sur.- Land Sept. Cont. Natu- Rec. Water- For.! 
Lake name culture irri . lure run. Min.. dis. \. H d. Eros. sed. ral act. fowl fa. 
Kinkaid Lake, south - 2750 H H S NA NA NA NA S S S S S NA S 
Kinkaid Lake, middle - 450 H H S NA NA NA NA S S M M S NA M 
Kinkaid Lake, north - 275 H H NA NA NA NA NA M M M NA NA NA M 
Pinckneyville - 165 H H S S NA M M H H H NA NA S S 
Washington County Lake - 295 H H S NA NA NA NA M M M NA NA NA S 
Wesseln Cut - 24.2	 NA NA NA NA S NA NA S S NA S NA NA NA 
Note:	 Nonirrig - nonirrigated crop ~oduction" Urb. run. - urban runoff/stonn sewers, Sur. min. - surface mining, Land diJl. -land disposal,
Sept. syst. - Septic systems,. yd. - bydromodification, Eros. -lake shoreline erosion and/or streambank mOdificatio destabilizauon, 
Cont. sed.- contaminant sediments, Roc. - recreational activities, For.lgra. -forest/grassland/parkland, NA - not applicable or available. 
N
-00
,
---------------------------------- - ---
"The TWA was conceived and developed primarily to facilitate water quality 
management planning. Objectives for the utilization of this approach are: 
•	 IdentifY watersheds with the most critical water quality problems and direct programs 
and resources to the solution of those problems. 
•	 Direct programs and resources to those watersheds considered to have the highest 
potential for improvement based on the State's Biological Stream Characterization 
(BSC) process, and other factors. 
•	 Protect existing high-quality water resources considered to be threatened (i.e., those 
waters displaying declining water quality trends but still fully supporting overall use 
attainment). 
•	 Integrate point and nonpoint source programs activities." 
Streams 
For streams, the TWA has four watershed priority categories from highest (priority 1) to 
lowest (priority 4). Table 2-13 breaks down the four categories ofprioritization in the 
TWA. 
There were seven subwatersheds evaluated for TWAin the Kinkaid Assessment Area. 
Watershed name, identifier [corresponding to the waterbody identifier in the Illinois 
Water Quality Report (IEPA, 1996)], priority, and significant source of impairment are 
shown in Table 2-14. In Table 2-14, Priority 1.0 indicates that the area can be restored; 
and for the definitions of Priority 2, and 3 (see table 2-13). Priority 1.1 means preventive. 
Four subwatersheds in the assessment area are Priority 1.0, and the other three 
subwatersheds are Priority 1.1 
Inland Lakes 
In Illinois, inland lakes were prioritized into three categories from highest (Priority 1) to 
lowest (priority 3) based on the criteria found in Table 2-13. 
Program priorities for 6 inland lakes and reservoirs in the Kinkaid Assessment Area are 
presented in Table 2-15. In Table 2-15, Priority 1.0 indicates that the lake can be 
restored; and for the definitions ofPriority 2 and 3, see Table 2-13. The table also 
includes use support 303(d) list, and water quality improvement potential. 
There are four waterbodies ofPriority 1.0 preventive, and two are Priority 1.1 (Table 2­
15). 
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Table 2-13. Prioritization of Targeted Watersheds 
(Source: Illinois EPA, 1997) 
A. Streams 
Category* Criteria 
Priority 1 - "A" rated streams based on BSC 
- Streams identified as "Threatened" in 305(b) 
- State Protected .Streams 
- Streams with Full Drinking Water Use 
or SDWA MCL violations 
- 303(d) waters 
- Illinois Waterway upstream and inclusive of Lake Peoria 
Priority 2 - Illinois Waterway downstream ofLake Peoria 
- Streams with high potential for improvement 
(Rank I, 2, or 3 based on potential index of biotic integrity) 
- Partial Drinking Water Use Support Streams 
Priority 3 - Streams with lower potential for improvement 
(Rank 4 or 5 based on potential index ofbiotic integrity) 
Priority 4 - Streams with suspected nonpoint source impacts 
based on an evaluated level of assessment. 
Note: *Priorities 1-3 include point source impacts, combination point/ and 
nonpoint source, and nonpoint only, Priority 4 is nonpoint source only 
B. Lakes 
Priorit Criteria 
Priority 1 All Full Overall Use Support Lakes 
- All PWS Lakes with Full Drinking Water Use 
Support or SDWA MCL Violations 
- All 303(d) Lakes 
- All Oligotrophic Lakes 
- All Two-Tiered Fishe Lakes 
Priority 2 - All PartiallMinor or PartiallModerate Drinking 
Water Use Support Lakes 
- Lakes with High Lake Improvement Potential 
Not meetin an of the Priorit 1 Criteria 
Priority 3 - Lakes with Moderate Lake Improvement 
Potential not meeting any of the Priority 1 
or Priority 2 Criteria 
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Table 2-14. Stream Priorities for Targeted Watershed Approach 
(Source: Illinois Envirorunenta1 Protection Agency, 1997) 
Subwatershed name 
Beaucoup Creek 
Beaucoup Creek 
Beaucoup Creek 
Panther Creek 
Rattlesnake Creek 
Galum Creek 
Galum Creek 
Watershed 
Identifier Se ment Priorit 
ILNC05 NCO} 1.1 NP 
ILNC05 NC04 1.1 NA 
ILNC07 NC07 1.0 NPO 
ILNC05 NCE02 1.1 NPO 
ILNC07 NCBOI 1.0 NPO 
ILNCD01 NCD03 1.0 NPO 
ILNCD01 NCDOS 1.0 NPO 
Note:	 P - point source impacts, NP - nonpoint and point source impacts, 
NPO - nonpoint source impacts only, NA - not available. 
Table 2-15. Lakes Evaluated for Targeted Watershed Approach 
(Source: Illinois Envirorunenta1 Protection Agency, 1997) 
303(d) PWS Improvement 
Lake name Count Priorit List use otential 
Boulder Lake-north (perry) 1.0 No No NA 
Boulder Lake-south (perry) 1.0 No No NA 
Crystal Lake (Perry) 1.0 No No NA 
Pinckneyville Lake (perry) 1.1 No Full High 
Washington County Lake 1.1 Yes Full Medium 
(Washington) 
Wesseln Cut (perry) 1.0 No No NA 
Note:	 PWS - public water supply, NA - not available or applicable. 
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Hazardous and Toxic Waste
 
Generation and Management
 
This section of the Area Assessment examines sites within the Area that may contain 
environmental contaminants, and manufacturing facilities that may emit pollutants. The 
aim of the report is to help major stakeholders develop goals and strategies for the use 
and protection of natural resources in Areas where Ecosystem Partnerships have been 
formed. 
The report draws upon the following environmental databases as resource material: 
• Historical Hazards (HH) 
• Surface Impoundment Inventory (SII) 
• Landfills Database 
• Superfund 
• Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) 
Assessment of Sites in the Region 
Specific potential sources of waste generation and disposal in the Kinkaid Area are 
discussed below. See the map, Figure 2-3, for geographic locations ofthese sites. 
Historical Hazards Database 
There are five towns in the Area shown in the Historical Hazards database (see Table 2­
16). Each of these towns historically contained one or more industrial facilities which 
might have been a source of pollutants, and which mayor may not still be in operation. 
Surface Impoundments Database 
A surface impoundment is a lined or unlined lagoon used for the storage of liquids alone 
or mixed with solids, usually uncovered. 
In the Area the Surface Impoundment Inventory shows 43 surface impoundment sites 
with a total of 69 impoundments. Of these sites, none are agricultural, one is industrial, 
six are municipal, and 36 are mining. 
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Figure 2-3. Sites of Possible Environmental Concern in the Kinkaid Area 
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Superfund Sites Database
 
There are no Superfund sites in the Area for 1996.
 
Landfills Database
 
Landfills have been by far the most common means of disposal for solid waste, and 
historically liquid wastes have also been landfilled. There are 16 landfills recorded in the 
Area - four permitted, II unpermitted and one "other." The "other" landfills have no 
information in the "permit" and "illegal" fields in the source tables. 
Table 2-16. Historical Hazards Towns in the Kinkaid Area 
Ava Campbell Hill Cutler Pinckneyville Vergennes 
TRI Database 
The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) covers year-by-year releases of chemicals by 
medium from manufacturing facilities to air, land, water, and underground injection, as 
well as transfers of chemicals. Transfers are of six types: to publically owned treatment 
works (POTWs), to treatment, to disposal, to recycling, to energy recovery, and to 
"other" facilities. Other information, most notably on pollution prevention, is also 
contained in the database. 
The chemical industry, as defined by SIC (standard industrial classification) code, was 
the single largest emitter of TRI chemicals nationwide in 1996. Only one TRI facility is 
in the Area for 1996, Penn Aluminum IntI. Inc., and it is does not have a chemical 
primary SIC code. Illinois ranked 6th in the country for TRI total on- and off-site releases 
in 1996. 
Additional Information 
See the Headwaters Area Assessment, Volume 4 (DNR, 1997), and Vermilion Area 
Assessment, Volume 4 (DNR, 1998) for more detailed information on the databases used 
in this report, and a list of contacts for further information. Alternatively, additional 
information can be obtained from WMRC Data Management at One EastHazelwood 
Drive, Champaign,IL 61820, telephone number 217-333-8940. 
The reader is encouraged to review The Changing Illinois Environment: Critical Trends, 
Volume 5 (ENR, 1994), which provides in-depth background information about waste . 
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generation and management trends in Illinois. 
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Archaeological Resources in the
 
Kincaid Assessment Area
 
Introduction 
An early recognition of a rich and complex archaeological record in and near the major 
river valleys in Illinois (e.g., Illinois, Mississippi, Ohio and Wabash river valleys) resulted 
in these river systems being the focus of early researchers. However, it has since been 
recognized that the smaller stream valleys and surrounding uplands in the state have an 
equally long, and potentially as complex, record of prehistoric and historic occupation as 
the major stream valleys. The present assessment focuses on the cultural resources within 
the Beaucoup and Kincaid creeks watersheds in southwestern Illinois. The Kincaid 
Assessment Area (KAA) includes portions ofJackson, Perry, Randolph and Washington 
counties (Figure 3-1). 
The Kincaid Assessment Area is included entirely within the Mt. Vernon Hill Country 
Section of the Southern Till Plain Division (Schwegman 1973). Bedrock (limestone, coal, 
shale and sandstone ofPennsylvanian age) is located near the ground surface in this 
region, but is mantled by a thin layer of dissected Illinoian Stage glacial till (Peterson 
1983a:7). The topography is characterized as one oflow reliefwith ridges and knolls 
formed by glacial action and stream activity. Elevations in the area range from 125 to 146 
meters (410 to 480 feet) (Schwegman 1973:21; Fentem 1978:58). 
The pre-contact plant communities of the Mt. Vernon Hill Country Section included 
upland and stream bottoms forest with natural wet prairie isolates (J. L. McDonough and 
Company 1883:83; Schwegman 1973:21-22). Haas and McNerny (n.d.) have defined four 
vegetation zones within the present environment of this region. These vegetation zones, 
which include prairie, post-oak flats, slope woodland flats and bottomland forest, correlate 
closely with various soil associations in the area (peterson 1983a:8). These environmental 
attributes potentially affected both prehistoric and historic settlement and land use, and 
should be partially reflected in the distribution of archaeological resources within the 
KAA. 
Our knowledge of the prehistoric inhabitants of Illinois extends back at least 12,000 years. 
Records of prehistoric and historic occupations cover all time periods that are recognized 
in the state (see Table 3-1). In the process of constructing this cultural historical 
framework, archaeologists have developed and contributed to a continually growing body 
of knowledge about human culture and earth history. Within our present theoretical 
framework, the prehistoric culture history of Illinois has been divided into a series of 
temporal periods or traditions. Each period is associated with fundamentally different 
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cultural patterns and ways of life, as reflected in the cultural material and features left 
behind by these past cultures. As the temporal distance between the present and past 
cultures becomes less remote, there are more opportunities to learn about other aspects of 
past lifeways. Consequently, our understanding of historic cultures (dating after the time 
of initial European contact with Native Americans) is more detailed than that of any 
prehistoric period; our understanding oflate prehistoric Mississippian cultures, though 
admittedly incomplete, is more comprehensive than for time periods in the more remote 
past (Paleo-Indian, Archaic and Woodland periods) in this region. Using interdisciplinary 
and evolutionary methods and theoretical approaches, archaeological research also has 
contributed to our current understanding of past climates, plant and animal communities 
and landscapes. The chronological framework for Illinois is presented in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1. Chronological Framework for Illinois Culture History. 
Period Subperiod 
Historic Postwar 
Urban Industrial 
Early Industrial 
Frontier 
Pioneer 
Colonial 
Native American 
Unidentified 
Protohistoric 
Upper Mississippian Oneota 
General Mississippian 
Woodland Late Woodland 
Middle Woodland 
Early Woodland 
Archaic Late Archaic 
Middle Archaic 
Early Archaic 
Paleo-Indian 
Prehistoric Indeterminate 
Calendar Years
 
(Dates indicate beginning of period)
 
A.D. 1946 
A.D. 1901 
A.D. 1871 
A.D. 1841 
A.D. 1781 
A.D. 1650 
A.D. 1650 
A.D. ???? 
A.D. 1500 
A.D. 1100? 
A.D. 1000? 
A.D. 300 
200 B.c. 
1000 B.c. 
3000 B.c. 
6000 B.c. 
8000 B.C. 
10000 B.c. 
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The best evidence for the earliest occupants ofIllinois is that left by people archaeologists 
refer to as Paleo-Indians. The Paleo-Indian period corresponds to an environment 
influenced by the most recent, or Wisconsinan, glaciation, during which the climate was 
cooler, wetter and more severe than that of today. Paleo-Indians hunted the large, now­
extinct mammoth and mastodon, but these generalist foragers undoubtedly exploited a 
wide range of plant and animal species during their seasonal rounds. Evidence for 
occupation by these mobile hunter-gatherers is often in the form of small sites that contain 
finely crafted lanceolate spear points or other tools characteristic of this time period. 
Relatively few Paleo-Indian habitation sites are known for Illinois, and even fewer have 
been excavated. 
Following the retreat of the glaciers to the northern reaches ofNorth America, a warmer 
climate was established in the mid-continent. Coniferous and spruce forests were replaced 
by temperate deciduous forests that supported a modem range of fauna. This rich 
deciduous forest environment provided abundant plant and small game food resources for 
Archaic period hunter-gatherers. Most important to Archaic subsistence were nuts 
(hickory, walnut, and oak), small game (squirrel, rabbit, raccoon, wild turkey), and white­
tailed deer. 
Early Archaic populations continued to maintain a mobile hunter-gatherer subsistence and 
settlement pattern, but there is evidence for increasing regionalization of populations in the 
form of more geographically variable suites of artifacts. Early Archaic habitation sites are 
much more numerous than those of the preceding Paleo-Indian period. While many Early 
Archaic sites are small and probably represent the remains of temporary camps, some 
extensive sites with dense artifact concentrations suggest a trend toward more long-term 
or repeated use of favored locations. 
The Middle Archaic subperiod corresponds to another interval with a characteristic 
climatic signature. Between about 8,000 and 4,000 years ago, the Hypsithermal' climatic 
interval was characterized by climatic conditions that were significantly warmer and drier 
than the preceding Early Archaic period or, for that matter, the modem climatic regime. 
In many areas, these warmer and drier conditions affected local environments, resulting in 
increased upland erosion, increased floodplain deposition, lowered water tables in upland 
areas, more precise zonal vegetation distributions and, most importantly, spread of the 
prairie into many upland environments in the state. Human responses to these new 
environmental conditions were highly variable, but there appears to have been a general 
increase in populations inhabiting the major river valleys and immediately adjacent 
uplands. In some areas there is evidence for less intensive use of upland environments 
located farther from permanent streams. Even though a hunting and gathering lifeway was 
maintained, settlement practices were organized differently, and long-term habitation sites 
served as bases from which people embarked on hunting and gathering trips into upland or 
other settings for the purpose of acquiring specific types of resources. 
After the Hypsithermal and during the Late Archaic subperiod, there was a period of 
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increased sedentism and apparent population growth throughout eastern North America. 
The trend in settlement systems toward longer-term occupations was intensified, resulting 
in increased regionalization and more intensive exploitation oflocally abundant plant and 
animal resources. The Late Archaic contains the first evidence of cultivation and 
domestication of plants. Specialized mortuary treatments, such as construction of burial 
mounds and the presence of exotic trade items, illustrate the strengthening of social 
networks and development of increasingly complex political systems. The higher 
population density in and near the larger stream valleys is one factor that promoted trends 
such as more intensive methods ofresource extraction, smaller social territories, increased 
regional interaction through systems oflong-distance exchange, and more complex social 
and political hierarchies. All of these developments have their beginnings either in the 
Middle or Late Archaic subperiods and are more fully expressed in later times. In 
addition, these trends are also evident in areas remote from the major stream valleys, 
suggesting that these broad cultural and organizational changes affected the entire 
Midwestern region. 
The presence of pottery vessels marks the beginning of the Woodland period. During the 
Early Woodland subperiod the central Mississippi River valley and surrounding regions 
saw the introduction of pottery containers and cooking vessels. This was a major change 
in technology, but the overall hunting-gathering lifeway that characterized the Archaic 
period generally continued into the Early Woodland with little cJ:1ange. Burial mounds 
often account for a high proportion of reported Early Woodland sites if only because these 
are prominent features on the landscape, while Early Woodland habitation sites generally 
are small or mixed with materials from other time periods. When distinctively shaped 
mounds attributable to the Early Woodland period are absent in a region, sites of this time 
period are often poorly represented numerically. 
The Middle Woodland subperiod corresponds to a time of increased complexity in social 
and political organization. There i~ abundant evidence for long-distance exchange of 
exotic raw materials and finished artifacts, development ofdistinctive and elaborate 
artifact styles, and elaborate mortuary ceremonialism. These characteristics are especially 
well-expressed near the Middle Woodland burial mound centers in the central Illinois 
River valley and in the Scioto River valley of Ohio. 
During the Late Woodland subperiod, there were intensifications and continuations of 
many of the trends that began as early as the Archaic period, including increasing use of 
aquatic resources, intensive harvesting of cultivated plants (which now include both 
tropical [maize] and native [e.g., maygrass, knotweed, sunflower, and goosefoot] 
cultigens), regional expression of artifact styles, population growth, and increased social 
and political complexity. During this time, there is evidence in most regions that 
numerous small sites are situated on all landforms, including upland areas remote from 
streams. This dispersal has been attributed to a variety of factors, including breakdown of 
the integrative effects of the Hopewell culture, introduction of maize as an agricultural 
crop, and development of the bow and arrow, a new and much more efficient technology 
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for hunting and defense. However, there is also a decrease in the apparent degree of 
mortuary ceremonialism, less exchange ofexotic materials, and less elaboration of artifact 
styles compared to the Middle Woodland subperiod. In spite of the apparent lower .degree 
of ceremonial elaboration, complex social and political interactions were taking place 
during the Late Woodland subperiod, probably including a high degree of interregional 
contact and possibly movement ofrelatively large numbers of people. These social and 
political changes set the stage for the more complex Middle Mississippian period. 
The Mississippian period witnessed development of socially and economically complex 
societies. There is strong emphasis on cultivated crops, especially maize, squash, and a 
variety of native plants that are now regarded as weeds (e.g., goosefoot, knotweed, marsh 
elder). A powerful elite social class oversaw construction of momimental public works 
projects, including plazas and large earthen mounds in the center oflarger towns. Middle 
Mississippian culture spread throughout the Mississippi River valley and its tributaries and 
into the southeastern United States. Artistic styles and cultural materials associated with 
the Mississippian tradition are found in virtually all portions of the state and throughout 
the Southeast. This cultural adaptation affected many people located well outside of its 
original heartland in the central Mississippi River valley. 
In Illinois, the elaborate social and ritual complexity ofMiddle Mississippian culture was 
replaced by less elaborate Upper Mississippian cultures in the 14th to 16th centuries AD. 
Upper Mississippian sites in Illinois are generally associated with one or more regional 
expressions ofOneota culture. 
Protohistoric period sites are poorly documented in many regions, including the Kincaid 
Assessment Area. Most sites of this time period are identified either through historic 
accounts, the oral traditions ofNative American groups, or the occurrence ofEuropean 
trade goods in an otherwise aboriginal artifact assemblage. At some sites, we see the 
influence of Europeans prior to their physical arrival within a region and prior to historic 
documentation ofEuropean settlement. Most sites of this time period appear to be 
concentrated in major river valleys, but there is some indication ofdispersed communities 
in upland and small valley settings. 
The first written accounts ofNative American lifeways in Illinois are associated with the 
arrival of the French in the late 17th century. With these records came identifications of 
specific Native American tribes and more detailed documentation of everyday life. The 
best documented historic era Native American sites in the state are those known from 
historic accounts. However, the early French accounts are scanty, and only a few sites 
that are described or mentioned in the early historic literature have been matched to 
specific locations. Still, historic accounts as well as oral traditions ofNative American 
groups establish that the present study area was claimed by the Kaskaskias as hunting 
ground prior to 1815 (peterson 1983a:7). According to Dearinger (1975: 19), the 
Kaskaskias generally held their fall hunts along the Big and Little Muddy rivers, frequently 
camping southeast of Old DuQuoin. The Kaskaskias often had to face the war parties of 
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various other tribes, including the Putawahs, Kickapoo, Osage, Pottawotamie and 
Piankashaw. These tribes raided into southwestern Illinois until the end of the Indian wars 
in 1815 (Montague 1859; 1. L. McDonough and Company 1883). 
. Usually, historic Native American sites are rare but, when located, provide important 
information on lifeways that were in rapid transition as a result of cultural contact and 
conflict. Although no historic Native American sites have been recorded within the KAA, 
there is potential for such sites. Early Euro-American settlers on Four Mile Prairie found 
evidence of a recent tribal battle there, probably between the Kaskaskia and Kickapoo (1. 
L. McDonough and Company 1883:473; Temple 1966). As late as 1816, the Kaskaskia
 
were found encamped along Beaucoup Creek near Hutchings Prairie in Beaucoup
 
township (J. L. McDonough and Company 1883:473).
 
Historical documents also provide information about European and Euro-American 
Iifeways on the expanding western frontier. Few sites are recognized for the Colonial 
Historic subperiod. However, increasing European and Euro-American influences and 
settlement provided more material remains, and sites associated with later Historic Pioneer 
and Frontier subperiods are consequently better known. The increasing Euro-American 
presence also resulted in greater conflicts between Native Americans and European 
settlers. Thus, by the beginning ofthe Historic Frontier subperiod, Native American 
settlements in Illinois are largely absent, and Euro-American settlers spread throughout the 
state. 
The next several historic subperiods (Early Industrial, Urban Industrial, and Post-War) 
witnessed considerable changes in technology, political organization, and economic 
relationships across the state. The presence of a rich historic-era archaeological record in 
this region aids our understanding of social forces and historical processes. Written 
history does not adequately record many aspects of daily life, but often instead focuses on 
singular events or persons. We have learned that archaeological investigations can 
provide insights into past cultural behavior that supplement and expand the written historic 
records. Increasingly, archaeologists are exploring the combined written and material 
record of the past two centuries to provide a more comprehensive interpretation of human 
history, including both Native American and Euro-American cultures. 
Archaeological Resources of the Kincaid Assessment Area 
The Kincaid Assessment Area is relatively small, covering approximately 1,631.7 square 
kilometers within the State ofIllinois. As of 10 March 2000 approximately 10,607.82 
hectares (26, 192.14 acres) or 106.1 square kilometers within the KAA had been 
systematically surveyed by professional archaeologists. The overall proportion of the 
KAA that has been systematically surveyed for archaeological resources is about average 
(approximately 6.5 percent of the total area) when compared to other drainage assessment 
areas in Illinois. 
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For the size of the watershed, the KAA contains a large number of known archaeological 
resources, with a total of 430 sites reported for the watershed as of 10 March 2000. The 
density of sites is approximately 0.26 sites/km2~ Archaeological resources within the KAA 
are concentrated primarily along Beaucoup, Gatum, Kincaid and Pipestone creeks (Figure 
3-2). Many of these archaeological sites were recorded as a result oflarge tract surveys 
conducted for various coal mining projects (cf. American Resources Group, Ltd. 1980; 
Dwyer 1983; Peterson 1983a, 1983b, 1989) and for the creation ofKincaid Lake 
(Iseminger 1970, 1971; Reyman 1971). 
As a result of the aforementioned coal projects, a great deal of archaeological research has 
been conducted in the KAA compared with other watersheds in the state. Most of the 
research that has been conducted in the area has been conducted since implementation of 
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. A brief synopsis of the history of 
archaeological research in the watershed sets the stage for a summary of the 
archaeological resources. 
Historical Considerations 
When compared with some other drainage assessment areas in Illinois, archaeologists have 
conducted a significant amount ofwork in the Kincaid Assessment Area. The work that 
has been done stems largely from requirements for compliance with Federal and State 
cultural resource management laws that may require survey, or in some cases excavation, 
of sites affected by development and construction projects. Virtually all of the research to 
date has consisted of identif'ying and documenting sites through systematic and 
nonsystematic surveys. One factor affecting our current state of understanding of 
archaeological resources is that not all areas within a watershed receive equal attention. 
Both development and archaeological research interests--the two major factors that 
provide impetus to study cultural resources--have waxed and waned over time. The 
record of archaeological research in the KAA largely reflects the impact ofFederally 
mandated cultural resource management studies that post-date the 1960s. The 
development of coal mines, reservoirs, new roads and pipelines throughout the KAA has 
resulted in the completion of numerous archaeological surveys of varying sizes. 
Prior to the establishment of cultural resource management laws, archaeological 
investigations in the area were generally unsystematic, limited in scope, and conducted by 
paraprofessionals, relic hunters and curiosity seekers (Wagner, et al. 1992:22). The 
earliest reported archaeological discoveries within the KAA date to the late 19th century. 
Like the early research conducted in the major river valleys ofIllinois, initial reports within 
the present study area focused on the most visible archaeological sites, including "stone 
forts", mounds, chert quarries and workshops (French 1883a, 1883b; Thomas 1894; 
Holmes 1919). 
In the 1930s, artifact collectors and amateur archaeologists began to report their 
discoveries in more widely read state and national journals (cf Moyers 1931; Peithman 
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1935, 1938, 1939; Peithman and Barton 1938; Thomas 1938), but these reports were 
often limited to extraordinary surface finds or poorly controlled excavations into rock 
shelters, mounds or village middens. 
Between about 1940 and 1960, the number ofreported archaeological sites increased as 
more land within the KAA was cleared and cultivated (Wagner, et al. 1992:23). However, 
professional archaeological investigations during this time were uncommon within the 
study area. One exception was 1. Charles Kelley's 1951 excavation ofPeter's Cave in the 
Kincaid drainage (Reyman 1971). 
After the implementation of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the number of 
archaeological sites recorded and investigated by professional archaeologists within the 
KAA increased significantly. As of 10 March 2000, 187 archaeological surveys were 
documented within the KAA. These investigations have made important contributions to 
our current understanding of site distributions and site density within the area. As 
previously noted, 430 archaeological sites have been recorded within the KAA, the 
majority ofwhich were recorded as a result of cultural resource management 
investigations. 
Cultural resource management investigations within the present study area have varied in 
size and scope from small surveys of0.25 hectares (0.6 acres) or less to large multi-year 
projects that surveyed over a 1,000 hectares (2,625 acres) and tested or mitigated 
numerous sites. As previously discussed, many of the archaeological sites recorded within 
the KAA were documented as a result of large tract surveys conducted for various coal 
mining projects (cf. American Resources Group, Ltd. 1980; Dwyer 1983; Peterson 1983a, 
1983b, 1989) and for the creation ofKincaid Lake (Iseminger 1970, 1971; Reyman 1971). 
The vast majority ofour information about the archaeology of the KAA comes from 
compliance survey and site distribution data. However, several sites within the study area 
have been tested or mitigated, providing significant additional data about these cultural 
resources and their former inhabitants. As mentioned, the American Resources Group, 
Ltd. (1980) implemented an archaeological survey and site testing program for 
approximately 1,050 hectares (2,625 acres) in the White Walnut Creek area ofPerry 
County. This survey resulted in the discovery of61 archaeological sites, 26 ofwhich were 
tested; five of the tested sites were recommended for Phase ill mitigation. Archaeological 
survey and site testing by Peterson (1983a, 1983b, 1989) for various coal projects within 
the KAA resulted in numerous sites being recorded, many of which were subsequently 
tested. Three archaeological properties recorded by Peterson were set aside as having 
National Register status. 
McNerney (1974), Peters (1979); Haas and McNerney (n.d.), Peterson and Sanderson 
(1988) and Wagner (1991) have conducted Phase II site testing and Phase ill excavations 
on sites within the Galum-Little Galum Creek drainage system in Perry County. Among 
the mitigated sites was the Brune site, a Mississippian site with a wall trench house 
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structure and a stone box grave (McNerney 1974). McNerney (1974) also conducted 
salvage work at the Burning Star site, a Late Woodland habitation and burial site which 
produced a circular house structure and numerous other features. Excavations at site 
21D3-122, a multicomponent prehistoric camp, revealed Middle Woodland Crab Orchard 
and Late Woodland features (Hoxie, et al. 1991). 
More recently, excavations at the Thanksgiving site, a multicomponent prehistoric site 
located in the Beaucoup Creek valley in Perry County, produced numerous artifacts and 
45 features (41 pit features, one post pit and three postmolds) representing Middle 
Archaic, Late Archaic, Early Woodland, Middle Woodland Crab Orchard and Late 
Woodland occupations (Wagner, et al. 1992). A Phase III mitigation of archaeological 
site 21D3-67 identified Late Archaic, Middle Woodland, Late Woodland Dillinger phase 
and Mississippian occupations (Hoxie, et al. 1993). The most intensive and well 
documented component at the site was a Mississippian period occupation. At least eight 
Mississippian wall trench houses were documented at 21D3-67, and large amounts of 
associated floral and faunal material were recovered (Hoxie, et al. 1993). One of very few 
known Middle Woodland Crab Orchard rectangular house structures was recovered 
during excavations at the Mollie Baker site (11-J-964) (Hargrave 1992; Hargrave and 
Butler 1993: 183), a Middle Woodland Crab OrchardlLate Woodland habitation site 
located in an upland setting adjacent to an intermittent branch ofKincaid in Jackson 
.County. 
Historic sites within the present study area have also been mitigated. Included among the 
excavated historic sites are the Davis, Baldridge and Huggins sites, three 19th century 
farmsteads located in Perry County (McCorvie 1987) These farmsteads shared many of 
the characteristic traits of those in the Upland South region of the southeastern United 
States from which the original occupants of these sites emigrated (McCorvie 1987). 
A check of the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) listings for Jackson, Perry, 
Randolph and Washington counties found that they contain several listed buildings and 
historic districts, as well as four archaeological sites. One site, the Cleiman Mound and 
village site, is located in Jackson County, while Fort de Charles, the Kolmer site and 
Modoc Rock Shelter are located in Randolph County. No National Register 
archaeological sites are located in Perry or Randolph counties. Although the 
aforementioned National Register sites are located in the same counties as the KAA, none 
are actually located within the present study area. 
Summary of Archaeological Resources 
The following summary is based on data contained in the state site files, maintained at the 
Illinois State Museum, as of 10 March 2000. A total of 430 archaeological sites have 
been recorded in the Kincaid Assessment Area (Figure 3-2). A number of the sites contain 
multiple cultural components representing recognizably different periods of site 
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occupation or use. The total number of cultural components reported is 543 (Table 3-2). 
The previously reported sites range in age from the Paleo-Indian through the Historic 
Post-War periods. However, the Upper Mississippian, Protohistoric and Historic Native 
American subperiods are not represented in the current site sample. As previously 
discussed, archaeological resources within the KAA are concentrated primarily along four 
drainages, including Beaucoup Creek, Gatum Creek, Kincaid and Pipestone Creek (Figure 
3-2). 
A significant number of cultural components in the Kincaid Assessment Area (212 or 50 
percent of all reported prehistoric components) produced artifacts that could not be 
assigned to any specific temporal period (Figure 3-3; Table 3-2). These are designated as 
components of indeterminate or unidentified prehistoric cultural affiliation. The 
distribution of these unidentified prehistoric components mirrors the distribution of total 
components within the watershed. 
Two prehistoric sites (0.5 percent of the prehistoric components) have a Paleo-Indian 
occupation (Figure 3-4). Both of these sites are located in upland settings in the southern 
portion of the study area. Sites ofPaleo-Indian age may be present in floodplain settings, 
but if so, they are likely buried under later Holocene alluvial deposits. One ofthe Paleo­
Indian sites within the KAA, a small Dalton phase site, has been partially excavated 
(peterson 1983a). 
The Archaic period components that could not be assigned to a specific subperiod (Early, 
Middle or Late Archaic) account for 68 (16 percent) of all prehistoric occupations within 
the KAA. The distribution ofunidentified Archaic sites is especially heavy in the 
Pipestone Creek valley (Figure 3-5). 
A total of 18 (4.2 percent of the prehistoric components) Early Archaic components have 
been identified within the KAA (Figure 3-6). Sites of this age are concentrated along 
Gatum and Pipestone creeks. Additional sites of this age may be obscured by deposits of 
Holocene alluvium on the floodplains of some drainages within the KAA. 
Middle Archaic components (Figure 3-7) have been identified at four of the previously 
reported sites in the watershed. They make up 0.9 percent of all prehistoric components. 
Like elsewhere in the Midwest, Middle Archaic sites within the present study area appear 
to be located in close proximity to permanent water sources. Such site location strategies 
may have been related to development oflong-term base camps located in landscape 
positions that were optimal for exploitation of both upland and floodplain resources, and 
to the impact of the Hypsithermal climatic interval on upland resources and water tables. 
The Late Archaic period accounts for nine of the prehistoric cultural components (2.1 
percent of all prehistoric components) recorded in the watershed (Figure 3-8). Within the 
KAA, sites of this age are reported in the uplands and in floodplain or terrace settings. 
Increased occupation ofupland settings may relate to greater upland resource potential 
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Table 3-2. Archaeological Resources in the Kincaid Assessment Area. 
Period Subperiod Calendar Years Number of 
(Dates indicate beginning of period) Components 
Historic Postwar A.D. 1946 7 
Urban Industrial A.D. 1901 27 
Early Industrial A.D. 1871 14 
Frontier A.D. 1841 11 
Pioneer A.D. 1781 10 
Colonial A.D. 1650 I 
Native American A.D. 1650 0 
Unidentified A.D. ???? 49 
Protohistoric A.D. 1500 0 
Upper Mississippian FisherlHuber A.D. lIOO? 0 
General Mississippian ? A.D. 1000? 25 
Woodland Late Woodland A.D. 300 25 
Middle Woodland 200 B.c. 22 
Early Woodland 1000 B.c. 6 
Unidentified 1000 B.C. 33 
Archaic Late Archaic 3000 B.C. 9 
Middle Archaic 6000 B.C. 4 
Early Archaic 8000 B.C. 18 
Unidentified 8000 B.C. 68 
Paleo-Indian 10000 B.C. 2 
Prehistoric Indeterminate 10000 B.C. 212 
Total components 543 
Total sites 430 
following the warm and dry Hypsithennal climatic interval. However, a greater number of 
sites are now located in floodplain settings within major stream valleys. Stabilization of 
natural levees and terraces may have created landscapes that were more amenable to long­
tenn use. Sites ofLate Archaic and later ages are much more likely to be exposed at the 
surface in stream valleys. Thus, Late Archaic sites are potentially easier to locate during 
survey than Early or Middle Archaic sites. . 
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The 33 sites with undifferentiated Woodland period components (Figure 3-9) account for 
7.8 percent of the prehistoric components. Most undifferentiated Woodland period sites 
were reported by early researchers or by nonprofessional archaeologists.. 
. Early Woodland sites (Figure 3-10) are generally differentiated from Late Archaic sites 
only by the presence of thick, poorly-fired, cordmarked, grit-tempered pottery. The stone 
tool complexes are very similar but, by definition, Late Archaic sites do not have pottery. 
Because of the tendency of poorly fired earthenware pottery to break and virtually 
disappear on a cultivated surface, Early Woodland sites are very difficult to identifY and 
separate from Late Archaic sites. Six Early Woodland components (1.4 percent of all 
prehistoric components) have been identified within the KAA (Figure 3-10). In general, 
Early Woodland sites in Illinois show stronger associations with larger stream valleys and 
less representation in upland settings remote from permanent streams. This shift in site 
location may be related to the increasingly more important role of cultigens in the 
subsistence ofprehistoric populations. 
Twenty-two Middle Woodland components (5.2 percent of all prehistoric components) 
have been documented within the KAA (Figure 3-11). The presence ofdistinctively 
decorated pottery and conical mounds at many Middle Woodland sites should make 
these sites more readily recognizable than Early Woodland sites. Several Middle 
Woodland sites within the study area are concentrated along the lower reaches of Gatum 
and Pipestone creeks. 
Late Woodland habitations account for 25 of the prehistoric components (5.9 percent of 
all prehistoric components) identified within the KAA (Figure 3-12). Typically, Late 
Woodland sites in Illinois are more widely distributed across the landscape than are either 
the preceding Middle Woodland or the succeeding Mississippian period sites; however, 
the distribution ofLate Woodland sites within the KAA is very similar to that of 
Mississippian sites in the area. These results may be a reflection of survey biases within 
the watershed. 
General Mississippian components (Figure 3-13) are less numerous than General 
Woodland components. The 25 General Mississippian components reported for the KAA 
comprise 5.9 percent of the prehistoric components in the assessment area. General· 
Mississippian sites show a strong association with the Beaucoup, Gatum and Pipestone 
creeks. The increasing importance of cultigens and fish in prehistoric subsistence 
economies may be reflected by the selection ofMississippian settlement locations near the 
easily cultivated flood plains oflarger streams. 
There are no archaeological sites within the Kincaid Assessment Area that have been
 
recorded as having Upper Mississippian or Protohistoric components (Figures 3-14
 
through 3-15).
 
Collectively, Historic period components account for 119 (21.9 percent) of all of the 
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recorded components and 27.7 percent of the sites. About 41.2 percent (n=49) of the 
Historic period components are undifferentiated and cannot be assigned to a specific 
subperiod (Figure 3-16). 
No Historic Native American components have been reported within the KAA (Figure 3­
17), but one (0.8 percent of all historic components) Historic Colonial site, ten (8.4 
percent of historic components) Historic Pioneer sites, II (9.2 percent of historic 
components) Historic Frontier sites, 14 (11.8 percent of historic components) Historic 
Early Industrial, 27 (22.7 percent of historic components) Historic Urban Industrial and 
seven (5.9 percent of historic components) Historic Postwar sites have been documented 
within the watershed. Almost all of these historic sites are clustered in a small area west 
ofBeaucoup Creek in Jackson County (Figures 3-18 through 3-23), and were reported as 
a result of extensive coal mining surveys in this area. 
Summary 
The patterns of site distribution described above may be biased by uneven survey coverage 
within the watershed region. In general, there have been many more sites documented in 
the large tract surveys that have been conducted for coal mines in the region. However, 
wherever intensive systematic survey has been undertaken within the watershed, additional 
prehistoric and historic sites are generally found. 
Formal analysis of prehistoric site distribution data in Illinois and elsewhere in the Midwest 
suggests that there may have been periods oflarge-scale fluctuation in use of upland areas 
in the region. Much of the fluctuation in prehistoric settlement patterns has been linked 
either directly or indirectly to climatic variations, in particular the impact of the warm, dry 
Hypsithermal interval during the Middle Archaic period. It was during this period that 
there was an expansion of prairie land; human subsistence and settlement systems must 
have adjusted to these changed environmental and social conditions. During later 
prehistoric periods there may have been other periods of fluctuating use of the KAA' 
Examination ofthe composite site distribution of all sites documented in the KAA (Figure 
3-2) compared to specific temporal periods suggests possible avenues for future 
investigation. Gross correlations may be made between site locations and specific 
environmental parameters such as distance to permanent water sources, economic centers, 
transportation corridors, etc., that are assumed to be of importance to either historic or 
prehistoric occupants of the area. These types of general analyses may lay the ground 
work for predictive models for site locations or other types of settlement system analyses. 
The region was probably continuously occupied for the last 12,000 years, in spite of major 
changes in both social and physical environments-over this time span. 
This assessment area, like others in the state, has been subjected to ditI:erential use and 
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modification through time. Because of differences in hunter-gatherer versus later 
horticulturaVagricultural adaptive strategies and extant environmental conditions, Early 
and Late Archaic period sites are more likely to be found in upland settings away from 
permanent streams than are Woodland, Mississippian or Historic period sites. One 
transformation of the landscape that significantly affects our ability to document sites and 
understand settlement patterns is the accumulation of sediment in floodplains, a direct 
result of historic agricultural practices. Even in minor tributary streams, historic alluvium 
often completely covers the latest prehistoric ground surface, obscuring sites and affecting 
current interpretations of both historic and prehistoric settlement and land use. 
Archaeological site surveys should account for both prehistoric settlement patterns and 
historic transformations of the landscape that affect our current understanding of these 
patterns. 
Approximately 6.5 percent of the Kincaid Assessment Area has been systematically 
surveyed, resulting in the documentation of numerous sites. Many of these sites were 
subsequently tested or mitigated. The data recovered during these investigations offers a 
good opportunity to understand the environmental, social, economic and political 
conditions that affected past cultures. Given the richness of archaeological resources in 
the KAA, this area will continue to provide important information about the former 
inhabitants of southwestern Illinois for many years to come. 
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Figure 3-4. Paleo-lndian archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-5. Unidentified Archaic archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-6. Early Archaic archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-7. Middle Archaic archaeological components. 
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Figure 3~. Late Archaic archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-9. Unidentified Woodland archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-10. Early Woodland archaeological components. 
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Figure 3--11. Middle Woodland archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-12. Late Woodland archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-13. Mississippian archaeological components. 
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Figure 3--14. Upper Mississippian archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-15. Protohistoric archaeological componcills. 
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Figure 3--l(). Unidentified Historic archaeological components. 
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Figure]--17. Historic Native American archaeological componellls. 
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Figure 3--18. Historic Colonial archaeological components. 
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Figure 3--19. Historic Pioneer archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-20. Historic Frontier archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-21. Historic Early Industrial archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-'22. Historic Urban Industrial archaeological components. 
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Figure 3-23. Historic Postwar archaeological components. 
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